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Preface
There is  a great deal of published literature available to provide 
businessmen and other interested parties with information about par­
ticular industries, products, or markets. Much of this literature is , 
unfortunately, rather general in scope and it usually deals with the 
larger or better known industries, products, and markets.
The person who is  interested in information about a relatively  
lim ited, specialty type of business w ill usually find a virtually com­
plete absence of any published data on his subject Any information 
that is  available is  often net sufficiently detailed.
The purpose of this paper is  to partly fill the information void 
which exists with respect to one of these sm all but vital industries, the 
water distilling equipment industry. Rather than cover a ll of the a s­
pects e l the s e le c t  in a lim ited manner, the writer has chosen to de­
scribe in detail the majer area of interest Of the industry, namely, 
the hospital market. There is  currently a virtually complete absence 
of published data on the industry.
This paper is  a detailed treatment of the extent and nature of the 
market for the two majer types of water distilling equipment (water 
stills  and tanks) among hospitals with new construction. To the best 
of the w riter's knowledge, most of the information in this paper has 
never before been published.
The information for this paper was obtained from the following 
sources who were kind enough to cooperate with the writer:
1. A m ail survey of the appropriate hospital purchasing and construc­
tion activities to which 405 hospitals responded.
2. A special study of the chronological relationship between the various 
stages of the construction process and the placement and shipment of 
the resulting orders for water distilling equipment. 57 hospitals were
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Included in this study.
3. Personal interviews with the fallowing groups of individuals:
a. administrative and sales personnel of the manufac­
turers of water distilling equipment.
b. administrative and sa les personnel of a number of 
hospital and laboratory supply dealers.
c. administrators, purchasing agents, and technicians 
of a number of Greater Boston hospitals.
d. the management of two privately operated cooperative 
hospital purchasing associations.
The writer would like to specifically express his appreciation to 
the following individuals far their assistance with this paper:
to Professor John P . Alevixos and fas late Professor Kenneth D. 
Hutchinson of Boston University College of Business Administration for 
their guidance and direction;
and to M essrs. Lloyd Peterson and John Alman of the Boston 
University Office of Statistical Services far their assistance in tabula­
ting the resu lts of the hospital surveys.
It is  fae w riter's sincere hope that the information contained in fate 
paper w ill prove of value to the manufacturers, distributors, and users 
of water d istilling equipment.
Mortem I. Jaffa
INTRODUCTION
WHAT IS A WATER STILL?
tfWater SHU” is  the name by which a device for the distillation of 
water is  usually known. Basically, the process of distilling water 
involves heating it until it turns to vapor, conducting the vapor away 
from the container in which the water has been heated, cooling it 
until it turns back to its  liquid farm, and then collecting it. The water 
formed when the vapor cools is  said to he "distilled".
"Water s tills  are manufactured in sixes ranging from those with 
a productive capacity of 1 /2  gallon of distilled  water per hour to those 
producing over 100 gallons per hour. Most of the stills  used in hospitals 
are in die one to tea gallon per hour range.
Most hospital s tills  use steam as the source of heat for vaporis­
ing the water because they are le ss  expensive to buy and to operate.
Some hospitals, usually the sm aller ones located in warm clim ates, 
do not have a sufficiently large and continuous supply of steam to 
operate the still. These hospitals use s tills  operated by gas or elec­
tricity. One advantage of the sm all gas or electrically operated stills  
is  their portability, which makes thorn suitable for use in large quan­
tities by the armed services.
Equipment which a hospital may purchase as accessories to 
their water still include storage tanks, stands, recessing fixtures, 
and several kinds of automatic devices and controls.
A description of die design, operation, and care of the water 
still w ill be found in the appendix.
THE N EB) FOR DKHLLED WATER
Ordinary water, as it  comes from a water main or a w ell, con­
tains a variety of dissolved or suspended material. This material
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includes bacteria and other plant matter, various dissolved gases, min­
erals and m etals, and some m icroscopic animals. These im purities 
are present in varying quantities depending on the geographic location 
of the water source. Raw water from the New York City water mains 
contains total solids of between thirty and eighty parts per million parts 
of water.
For some hospital purposes, it is  sufficient for the water used 
to m erely be sterilised  by boiling it at a very high temperature under 
pressure. This k ills a ll the bacterimand animals (organic matter) in 
the water. It does not, however, remove any of the dissolved or su s­
pended material frara the water. The removal of a ll of the organic 
matter is  medically necessary for certain hospital needs because it 
causes fever if it  gets into the bloodstream. Since distillation will 
remove this animal and vegetable m aterial, distilled water is  used 
whenever there is  danger of this undesirable m aterial getting into the 
bloodstream.
Hospitals use d istilled  water for tea following general purposes;
1. For making up various m edicines and drugs. The m ost important 
single hospital use of distilled water is  in making solutions to be given 
to patients intravenously.
2. For rinsing instruments and utensils, ami for washing wouhds.
The amount of distilled water needed depends on the size  of the 
hospital and on the degree to which they compound their own drugs and 
solutions. Small hospitals and health centers which buy a ll their drugs 
and notations and do little  laboratory work som etim es buy their distilled  
water from com m ercial vendors. A very large hospital may have as 
many as ten largo stills .
The United States Public Health Service recommends that every 
hospital with fifty or more beds have at least one still. It w ill be seen
later in this paper that many hospitals with fewer than fifty beds have 
sufficient need fear distilled water to warrant their baying a still.
In recent years, distilled water has come to be used for some 
purposes for which ster ile  water was formerly considered satisfac­
tory. If this trend continues, the need fer water stills  may increase 
beyond the increase to be expected because of the growing size  and 
number of hospitals.
TABLE I t  WATER STILLS AND TANKS RECOMMENDED 
FOR GENERAL HOSPITALS
As Prescribed By H ie U. S. Public Health Service 
(all figures In number of s tills  o r tanks)
Sine of Hospital
Departm ent in
Hospital SO Beds 1M Beds 200 Beds Item
1. DIAGNOSTIC ^TREATMENT 
DEPARTMENT 
LABORATORY
Washing A S teril­
izing Room..............  0 1 1 Still (1 gal
2. PHARMACY 
DEPARTMENT
Compounding A 
Dispensing Lab­
oratory.................... 1 0 0
per h r.) 
Pyrex Tank
0 1 1
(5 gals.) 
Pyrex Tank
Manufacturing A re a .. 0 1 1
(10 gals.) 
Still (2 g a ls.)
0 1 0 Tank (5 gals.)
0 0 1 Tank (12 gals.)
P aren teral Solution 
A rea............................ 0 1 0 Still (5 gals.)
0 0 1 Still (10 gals.)
0 3 2 Tank (12 gals.)
3. SURGICAL SUITS
C entral Sterilizing 
and Supply Room .. . . 1 1 1 Still (5 gals.)
Source; Hospital Purchasing F ile , Purchasing File In c ., Chicago, 1952
CHAPTER I
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THE STRUCTURE OF THE INDUSTRY
The best way to begin a discussion of the water distilling equip- 
ment Industry is  by describing the products, organisational structure, 
and operating methods of the organisations which manufacture, sell, 
and buy this equipment
The market is dominated by three manufacturers of water stills. 
They are; the lam stead  Still and S teriliser Company of Jamaica Plain, 
M ass;, the American S teriliser Company of Erie, Penna., and the 
Wilmot-Caatie Company of Rochester, S t Y.
While many wader stills are  sold diroctly to the hospital or 
hospital contractor by the auamfaetarer, the majority a re  sold through 
dealers. These dealers vary considerably in sise and in operating 
methods.
ft will be seen throughout this paper that the hospitals which buy 
and use the water distilling equipment are, in many ways, a rather 
unusual type of "customer".
THE M ANUFACTranS OF WATER DISTILLATION EQUIPMENT.
THE BARMBTEAD STILL AMD STERILIZER COMPANY
More hospitals buy "Barastsad” Hater stills than any other brand. 
Their position in the industry is influenced by the following basic com­
petitive advantages and limitations.
Competitive Advantages
1. The Barastead still has an outstanding reputation for quality of con­
struction and performance.
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2. A greater number of the individual* who buy or influence the purchase 
of the still are mere familiar with the Bamstead than any other brand.
3. The still is  available in a greater variety of sizes and types than 
any other brand.
4. The company policy of selling through the other manufacturers as well 
a* through dealers makes the Barastaad the most widely distributed brand. 
Competitive Disadvantages
1. The company sa les force is  very thinly spread over the entire country 
and cannot give potential and actual custom ers nearly as much sales and 
servicing attention as their nearest competitors can.
2. The Bamstead dealers' sa les fare* t* dot have the tim e or technical 
knowledge to se ll and service s tills  as w sll as a manufacturer's direct 
sales force can.
3. The Bamatead line of ether hospital equipment is  limited. This results 
is  a decreased ability to se ll a still as a part of a larger scale of a com­
plete Installation.
The Bam stead Company's yearly M ies are between $300,000 and 
$600,000 yearly. Sales of water distilling equipment to hospitals rep­
resents a large portion of this total.
The Bamstead Company has been a pioneer in the manufacture of 
water s tills  in the United States. The Bamstead still has been used by 
more hospitals than any other brand, ft has an exceptionally good repu­
tation among still u sers and dealers far quality of performance. As a 
result, mere potential buyers are familiar with it than with any other 
brand.
Those factors are of unusual importance in selling to hospitals 
because of the hospital emphasis on quality and their reluctance to change 
brand habits. The architects or Im pital personnel who have satisfactory 
experience with the Bamstead and know little or nothing about other brands,
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are  reluctant to buy these other brands even though they may be a little 
less expensive.
There are, of course, many people who are  sim ilarly familiar with 
one of these other brands, and will be influenced to buy them for these 
same reasons.
Product lin e s  Manufactured
The Barnstead still is  manufactured in a wider variety of nines and 
types than the other major brands. It is  available in sines of five to one 
hundred gallon per hour capacities in steam operated stills, and in sizes 
of one-hall to twenty gallons per henr in (dills heated by gas or electricity.
The company also manufactures sterilisers, water dem ineralizers, 
and still accessory equipment such as metal water storage tanks, stands 
and recessing equipment, and water purity m eters. They also distribute 
pyrex storage flasks for Ike distilled water.
|iaaufa storing and Deliveries
The standard procedure among all but the sm allest still manufac­
tu rers is  to fabricate parts for the more common models in batches and 
store them. When an order is  received, the still need then only be 
assembled. The reason manufacturers ds not stock any assembled stills 
is  that ths U, & Alcohol Tax Bureau does not allow a still to be manu­
factured without a  specific order for i t  This is  because of its  potential 
use for distilling alcohol. The hospital purchasing a still is required to 
register it with the Alcohol Tax Bureau and certify that it is not to be 
used for manufacturing alcohol.
The Barnstead Company is  usually able to give delivery of popular 
still models in two to four weeks. If the still requires special fabrication, 
the usual delivery period is  from four to six weeks. The company's
manufacturing facilities arelocated  in Jamaica Plain, M assachusetts.
Distribution Policy
The Barnstead s t ill is  sold through dealers and also through the 
other large still manufacturers. The objective of this policy is  to obtain 
the widest possible distribution to take advantage of the Barnstead repu­
tation and advertising. None of the dealers are given exclusive franchises 
is  any area.
The company maintains four ar five resident salesm en in various 
parts of the country whe are able to make som e sa les or service calls 
oa hospitals in addition to their ca lls ea industrial accounts and dealers.
P ries
Small differences in the prices of various brands of s tills  are of 
miner importance in selling s tills  to hospitals. The Barnstead still is  
pricsd slightly higher than the next best selling brand (American) and 
slightly lower than toe third best selling brand (Castle). These prices 
are based mi equivalent sizes and types. Kzact price data is  not avail­
able for publication.
Advertising And 8al*s Promotion
The company advertises regularly in  the most widely distributed 
hospital and chemical trade publicatiesnu The water still usually has 
a very prominent place in this advertising.
D irect ma& advertising is  seat to hospitals periodically. Several 
very extensive catalogues are published which are devoted exlusively 
to s tills  and accessory equipment.
Published construction reports are used to obtain sa les leads.
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special manufacturing. The company distributes the Barnstead one, 
two, and three gallon per hour stills.
The American still is manufactured in steam operated types 
only. The Barnstead still is supplied to customers who desire or 
require a still that operates on gas or electricity.
The company management dees net feel that the market for the 
types and sizes of stills that are bought from the Barnstead company 
is sufficiently large to warrant manufacturing them.
Among the still accessory equipment carried is a 12-1/2 gallon 
pyrex storage bottle and a device for the automatic testing and re ­
cording of the purity of the distilbtie. The company does not carry 
or recommend the use of metal storage tanks of still recessing fixtures.
The American still is the only major brand that has had a major 
design change in recent years. The American still is claimed to be 
the easiest to clean. The evaporator and its  heating ceils come apart 
very easily, without the need of special tools. The evaporator pan is 
very shallow, however, and requires more frequent cleaning than some 
other brands. The still condenser cannot be cleaned without some dif­
ficulty, but this does not appear to be any mere difficult than with the 
other brands.
Manufacturing And Delivery
The company uses the same basic method of manufacture that was 
discussed under the Barnstead Company. The usual delivery period is 
three to six weeks. The stills are manufactured in Erie, Penna.
The.Company service men are usually not permitted to install the 
still because of union objections. However, they do assist hospitals in 
directing the installation and in making imspections and repairs. Repair 
parts are not stocked at any of the sales branches and must be obtained
from the factory.
Distribution Organization And P olicies
The company is  toe only large still manufacturer selling exclu­
sively through its own outlets. Fourteen sa les offices are maintained 
in principle cities throughout the country with a total of approximately 
thirty five salesm an and thirty service men working out of them.
This direct sa les policy was instituted in 1950 and has brought 
resu lts which toe management considers very satisfactory. This 
policy has, of course, toe c lassic  advantages and disadvantages of 
direct sa le vs. selling through dealers. A few of them are especially  
applicable to the water still industry and are worthy ef specific d is­
cussion here.
The salesm en of toe hospital supply dealers, having many mere 
item s and brands to se ll than toe American salesm en, are not as well 
informed about toe still, nor are they perhaps as aggressive in selling  
it. To toe dealer, the still Is a relatively low volume item with little  
repeat business.
D irect sa le a lso  gives toe company a sufficiently large margin to 
support service men to a ssist in the demonstration, installation, inspec­
tion, and repair of toe stills . The absence of this typeiof service is  one 
of toe chief complaints that hospitals have in connection with their still 
purchases. The still manufacturers who se ll exclusively through dealers 
find it necessary to maintain som e service personnel in toe field because 
few dealers are able to do an adequate Job of servicing toe still.
The basic disadvantage of toe direct sa les policy is  toe apparent 
inability to obtain adequate sa les coverage among toe sm aller hospitals. 
Data on toe extent of this problem w ill be presented later in this paper.
Advertising And Sales Promotion
The company maintains a mailing lis t of architects, consultant?,
and hospital administrators to whom litorature is  sent by mail three or 
four tim es yearly. The majority of this literature contains no direct 
advertising. It contains discussions of technical matters of interest 
in the hospital field. Whoa any of those publications do contain direct 
advertising m aterial, the water still is  alm ost never included.
In the different company catalogues, the water s till is  usually 
given enly a part of page. The still is  given much m ere attention in 
the catalogues of the Barnstead Company and the W ilm et-Castle Company.
The company advertises regularly in the leading hospital trade 
publications and in one medical publication. The still w ill occasionally 
be mentioned in these advertisements.
A rather extensive "architects guide" is  published and distributed 
to architects.
The company has representatives and exhibits at twenty te thirty 
tradw shews yearly.
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Construction reports of the P. W. Dodge Corporation are employed 
for sa les leads.
P rice
Comparative prices have been discussed previously in the descrip­
tion of the Barnstead Company.
TH£ WILMOT-CASTLE COMPANY
The "Castle" still ranks third in hospital sa les. S till sa les represent 
approximately two percent of Bio company's total average yearly sa les of 
between two aad three m illion dollars. The vast majority of these sales 
are to hospital supply dealers.
The company hi well known and is  well thought of in the hospital field. 
Considerably fewer Castle s tills  are purchased by hospitals than the Barn-
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stead or American. It is , however, available ixuonly one size and type, 
The Castle s till dees se ll as well as the Barnstead or American s tills  of 
this size and type.
Product Lines Manufactured and Distributed
The company’s  manufactures a number of other item s of hospital 
» equipment in addition to their ten gallon per hour, steam operated water 
still, ha addition, they are distributors of the entire line of Barnstead 
s tills  and accessories.
The company is  the only jnajor manufacturer publishing in detail 
the resu lts of purity tests ef the d istillate from one of their stills . The 
distillate is  shown to be of extremely high purity.
The Castle s till is  probably m ere difficult to clean than any of the 
other major brands. Automatic control devices are not available for 
this brand of still.
Manufacturing And Delivery
The basic method of manufacture is  as discussed previously. The 
manufacturing facilities are located in Rochester, New York. The usual 
delivery period is  two to five weeks.
Distribution Organisation And P olicies
A ll Castle products are sold exclusively through dealers. The 
company maintains tea sa les offices ha major eitibs in the U.S. with a 
total of approximately fifteen salesm en and ten service men who a ssist  
the 125 dealers who distribute Castle products. None of the dealers are 
given exclusive franchises in any geographic area.
Advertising And Sales Promotion
The company advertises in som e ef the leading hospital publications 
and also sends out occasional direct m ail p ieces to hospitals. However,
25
the water still is  never included in this advertising.
Price
The reader is  referred to the discussion of comparative prices in 
the section on the Barnstead Still and flhtfilizer Company.
The company re lies upon regular dealer ca lls and replies to 
direct mail advertising for sa les leads.
OTHER MANUFACTURERS
In addition to the three Just discussed, there are a large number 
of other manufacturers ef water s tills . Hone of them are individually of 
> major importance in the hospital m arket These companies range in 
size from the large metal fabricator whose total still sa les to a ll types 
of customers are hardly significant velumewise to the sm all manufacturer 
to whom the few stills  he se lls  are ef considerable concern.
Many ef these companies do net actively so licit hospital business. 
The prices ef these s tills  vary considerably but they are generally 
lightly cheaper than the better known brands.
THE OHIO CHEMICAL COMPANY
The Ohio Chemical Company, a division ef the Air Reduction Com­
pany, has average yearly sa les of approximately thirteen million dollars. 
Water s tills  constitute le ss  than one percent of sales.
Product lin e s  Manufactured And Distributed
The company manufactures and distributes a large variety of hospi­
tal equipment such as operating room furniture, sterilizers, oxygen 
equipment, various gases, surgical instruments and supplies, etc. A few  
types ef products are distributed which the company does not manufacture
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itself. Otoe of these is the Barnstead line of water stills and accessories. 
The company formerly manufactured its own brand ef still (Scanlan-Morris) 
which was physically much larger and heavier than competing brands.
Though it was capable of producing a high quality distillate, it took up too 
much space and was difficult to more and to clean. The management feels 
that their ability to distribute toe Barustead still at a good margin of pro­
fit makes it unwise to redesign their own.
The company handles more different types of hospital equipment 
than any other manufacturing distributor. Only the larger independent 
dealers carry a mere complete line.
While some sales of gases and equipment are made to dentists, labora­
tories, pharmaceutical manufacturers, and other industrial customers, the 
vast majority of company sales a re  to hospitals and hospital supply dealers.
Distribution Organisation and Policies
The company maintains twenty fear sales offices throughout the 
country with a tidal of approximately fifty salesmen and thirty five service 
men.
Distribution - wisei toe safes force ami product lines are  divided into 
two categories, called "Group A" and OGreup B". ’KSroup A" consists of 
such items as anesthetics, oxygen therapy equipment, surgical instruments 
and supplies, and a  few sm all types ef ferniture. The "Group B" category 
consists of item s such as sterilisers, operating room and laboratory 
equipment, as well as toe water stills, Xt should be neted here that none 
of the companies previously described handle the items that constitute the 
"Group A" line.
ThePGreup A" Items are sold both directly to larger hospitals and 
through dealers. The "Group A" salesmen call on these dealers and on 
certain hospital personnel, usually too purchasing agent and toe indivi­
duals who actually use toe product. Since hospitals are continuously re -
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ordering these item s, the dealers give the company wider sa les cover­
age and faster delivery in some areas.
The ’’Group B” equipment is  sold only directly to the hospital.
It is  felt that selling these item s requires more sa les engineering and 
technical knowledge than most dealer salesm en p ossess. The selling  
activities of "Group B” salesm en are concentrated with the architects, 
contractors, hospital adm inistrators, as well as those actually using 
the equipment in the hospital.
At least one service man is  maintained at each sales branch.
Advertising and Bales Promotion
Thongnapany's sa lts  development program is  largely of an 
educational nature and includes a monthly magazine sent free te hospi­
tals and dealers. The company advertises in most issu es of the three 
leading hospital magazines and occasionally sends a sm all direct mail 
piece te  dealers and hospitals.
None of this advertising, however, directly mentions or includes 
water stills .
OTHBt HOSPITAL SUPPLY DEALERS
There are hundreds of hospital and laboratory supply dealers in 
the United States.
The Ohio Chemical Company is  an example of a very large, mul­
tiple dealer. The basic operating characteristics of the "average" 
dealer ditier from these of the Ohio Company in the following ways;
1. The other dealers manufacture very few, if any, of the item s sold.
2. They carry a much larger number of different types and brands of 
hospital type equipment and supplies.
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3. They often have a large retail trail* among private individuals, 
doctors, dentists, and nurses.
4. They rely more heavily on the "personal relationship" with the 
different hospital personnel.
5. Usually only the larger dealers employ a service man.
6. Their personnel rarely have much technical knowledge about water 
stills.
The water still receives little attention from dealers since still 
sales represent less than one persent of their total sales.
A large majority of still sales by hospital supply dealers seem 
to be made by the larger ones.
SOME CONSID ERATIONS OK ROW A HOSPITAL PURCHASfiS A
WATER STILL
We have seen the importance of toe water still in the operation of 
a hospital. Purchasing a still will naturally receive considerable atten­
tion from the hospital personnol involved.
Unfortunately, too fact that these persons are vitally interested in 
toe still does not mean that they possess or obtain very much knowledge 
about toe subject. There are few hospital adm inistrators or purchasing 
agents whs can give very concrete reasons about why they purchased toe 
brand, type, or sine of still that they did. The most common reason 
for the purchase of any particular type, sine, or brand is toe fact that 
someone in toe hospital, or toe architect or consultant advising mi toe 
construction project, had formerly used it, or known of its  use, and 
found it to be satisfactory. The recommendations ef toe dealer and mnnu- 
facturer salesmen are often relied on rather heavily. It is fortunate then, 
that all of the brands apparently give satisfactory operating results.
A number of different people mgy determine or influence toe hospi­
tal’s still purchase. They are toe hospital's architect, consultant, adminis-
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They operate cm a cooperative non-profit basis. The member 
hospitals pool their purchases of various item s, obtaining discounts 
or patronage refunds on these purchases. Seme hospitals have effected 
substantial savings through these groups. There has been a steady 
increase in the number of member hospitals and the sines of their 
purchases. These agencies are net, however, a very important 
factor in the hospital purchasing field vohimewise. They account for 
le ss  dun one percent of hospital purchases. There is  no need to d is­
cuss the pros and cons of ported purchasing hare.
These organisations concentrate their activities on high volume, 
standardised item s such as coal and o il, linens, maintenance m aterials, 
surgical dressings, basic drugs, etc. They are not currently a factor 
in the purchasing of technical equipment like the water still. Further­
m ore, it is  unlikely that they w ill be at any tim e in the forseeable 
future. There are two reasons for fids. The first is  the fact that 
technical equipment does not provide as much potential for group 
purchase savings a s other hospital purchases. A hospital may spend 
$50,000 for an installation of technical equipment that w ill last twenty 
five years, while during this period they w ill purchase many m illions 
of dollars of staple item s. The second reason is  the need to standardize 
on one or two brands in order to effectively pprt purchases. The pur­
chasing groups experience great difficulty in obtaining brand agreement 
on non-teehnical item s and they frankly despair about getting sufficient 
agreement on technical equipment
In conclusion, there is  no doubt that, despite some important 
disadvantages and operating problems, porting of hospital purchases 
pretides a  fertile field  for substantial savings. It is  possible that the 
voluntary purchasing organizations may eventually achieve a sufficient 
degree of acceptance among hospitals to enable them to obtain discounts
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on the purchase of items of equip meat including water stills. This 
does net appear likely to happen for many years.
Group Purchasing - Government Agencies
The federal government, and many of the states and large 
cities, require the hospitals they operate to fcudce seme, or all, of 
their purchases through centralized agencies. Their efforts have 
been m ere successful than the voluntary groups1 since these hospitals 
are required to accept the brands and types specified.
With respect to the purchase ef water stills, the state and 
municipal agencies seem to function only to obtain bids and transm it 
the orders, ft is doubtful if they are able to obtain much of a price 
concession on stills, because the volume of stills and sim ilar equip- 
meni which each may purchase may net be sufficiently great.
The situation with respect to United States Government needs is 
somewhat different. The armed services buy a relatively large number 
of stills  for their hospitals and for storage for possible wartime needs.
CHAPTER H
A SUMMARY OF TflJE MARKET
This chapter summ arises the characteristics of the hospital 
market for water stills  and tanks. The data presented is  based 
largely on a mail survey to which 4Q5 hospitals responded.
The reader is  referred to the appendix for a detailed descrip­
tion of the method of conducting the study and its limitations.
Sine of The Market
Of all the hospitals in the United States which added new faci­
lities in 1950 -  1992 of a type which would Increase their need for 
distilled water, 90.9% purchased one or m ere new water stills.
The hospitals buying a s till bought an average of 1.29 stills  each.
Type of Construction Project
Hospital construction may be divided into three general types. 
They are:
1. Completely new hospitals.
2. Additions to, or alterations of, old hospitals.
3. Complete replacement of old hospitals at a new site.
Stills were purchased by a greater percentage of the hospitals 
which were being built to replace an old ono than by either of the other 
types. It w ill later be shown that this was at least partly due to the re ­
placement projects tending to bo larger in sine than the completely 
new hespitals.
The sm allest percentage of hespitals buying a new still was 
among those with additions or alterations. This was despite their 
having been pre-selected for type of facilities included in the project.
TABLE 2: WATER STILLS PURCHASED BY HOSPITALS FOR NEW
CONSTRUCTION
HOSPITAL MARKET SURVEY - 1953
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No. of % of
Hospitals Total
♦No. of Hospitals Responding 405 100.0
No. Which Purchased One or Mere Stills 245 60.5
Total Number of Stills Purchased 307 75.8
Number Of Hospitals Buying One Still Only 199 49.2
Number of Hospitals Buying Two Stills Only 36 8.9
Number Of Hospitals Buying Three Stills Only 4 1.0
Number Of Hospitals Buying ♦♦Four Stills Only 6 1.5
Number Of Hospitals Buying One or More S tills 245 60.5
Number Of Hospitals Buying Two o r More S tills 46 11.4
Number Of Hospitals Buying Three e r  Mere S tills 10 2.5
Number Of Hospitals Buying Four Stills 6 1.5
♦The 405 responses represent 45.5% of the 690 hospitals sent questionnaires.
**No respondent reported buying m ore than four s tills . There are known to be 
cases ef hospitals buying as many as six s tills  a t one tim e.
I
Fewer of them bought a still because, in many cases, the stills  they 
already had could supply their increased d istilled  water needs.
The "additions** type of project resulted in the largest relative 
number of cases of hospitals purchasing two or m ere stills . This 
situation i s  explained by the fact that the "additions" projects were 
usually larger than the completely new hospitals and because some 
of their stills  may have been purchased to replace an old one. The 
average size of the additions constructed were abeut equal to the 
size of the "replacement" hospitals.
Size of Stills
The table which fellow s indicates the distribution of still sa les 
by size  of still.
It w ill be seen later than the hospitals buying only one still 
tended to buy sm aller stills  than these buying several.
There is  som e question abeut the reliability of the responses 
on size  of still. A number of clearly inaccurate responses were 
given.
It is  interesting to note that twenty seven of the two hundred 
and forty five respondents who purchased a still evidently did net 
know the size  of their still.
Location Of Shill Is The Hospital
There are two qualifying factors which must be borne in mind in 
analyzing the tabular data which follows.
The first qualification involves the terminology which the question 
employed. For example, what m e respondent ca lls a "sterilizing room" 
another might consider to be a section of "surgery". Likewise, a for­
mula room er a solution room might also be known as a pharmacy.
TABLE 3: STILLS PURCHASED FOB DIFFERENT TYPES OF 
HOSPITAL CONSTRUCTION
HOSPITAL MARKET SURVEY -  1953
Type of Construction
Completely
New
Hospitals
, Additions k  
A lterations, 
Old Hospitals
Complete 
Replacement 
Of Old Hospitals
No. hosp. responding 3*3 53 64
No. hosp. purchasing 
o r m ore stills
169 28 48
% purchasing a s till 59.7 48.3 75.0
No. s tills  purchased 198 45 64
No. s tills  per hosp. 
purchasiflg a  s till 1.17 1.61 1.33
No. s tills  p e r respondeat 0.70 0.78 1.00
No. hosp. purchasing 
m ere than one s till 23 13 12
% of hosp. purchasing 
s till which purchased 
m ore than one s till 13.6 46.4 25.0
TABLE 4: *SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF STILLS PURCHASED BY HOSPITALS 
HOSPITAL MARKET SURVEY - 1953
♦Size of Still No. Purchased % of Total**
1 28 10.2
2 13 6.5
3 18 6.5
5 100 36.4
7 21 7.6
10 84 30.6
15 3 1.1
20 3 1.1
♦♦♦Not given 32 -
TOTAL 307 100.0
♦Size M easured In term s of productive capacity In gallons per hour 
♦♦Excluding "not given”
♦♦♦Includes a few responses of obviously imaacurate sizes
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The second problem involves the variations in the functional 
organization in different hospitals. For instance, in different hos­
pitals the solution room (the place where intravenous solutions are 
prepared) may be a part of central supply, a part of the pharmacy, 
a completely separated function, or it may net exist at a ll since 
some hospitals buy a ll their intravenous solutions on the outside. 
Sim ilarly, in som e hospitals '’central supply” is  hardly more than 
a storeroom , while in most of them it is  a centralization ef various 
cleansing, sterilizing, and supply operations.
These lim itations do not obviate the value ef the results as 
shown in the table on the next page. For one thing, the large number 
of s tills  located in central supply indicates that the concept of thus 
centralizing sterile  supply activities has apparently been widely adopted. 
It is  a relatively new idea in hospital organization. Most of the adver­
tising and Informative literature published concentrates on still usage 
in the central supply room.
Another interesting fact, is  the relatively sm all number of 
stills  located in the pharmacies. Authorities recommend that every 
pharmacy have a s till even if no solutions are manufactured there.
(If they are, then a larger still is  recommended.) Many hospitals are 
evidently not following these recemmrodations.
Storage Tanks
The survey resu lts indicate that storage tanks were purchased 
for S3.1% of a ll stills . This figure is  somewhat lower than is  the 
general opinion of people in the industry among whom the feeling is  
that the "vast majority" of hospitals buy at least one tank for each 
still.
TABLE 5; LOCATION IN HOSPITAL OP STILLS PURCHASED 
HOSPITAL MARKET SURVEY -  19S3
Location No. of Still* * % of Total
Central Supply 183 60; 2
Laboratory 48 15.8
Surgery 25 8.2
Pharm acy 25 s>8.2
Solution Room 12 3.9
Sterilizing Room 6 2.0
Form ula Room 3 i 1.0
Health D ep't Clinic 2 0.7
Not Given 3 -
TOTAL 307 100.0
♦Excluding "Not Given"
One interpretive complication that is  present is  the likelihood 
that at least some of the twenty four and twenty five gallon tanks re ­
ported represent two twelve or twelve and one-halt gallon pyrex tanks. 
Also to be considered are the situations where two or three s tills  are 
set up together and perhaps require only one tank.
The distribution of purchases by size  of tank is  shewn on the 
next page. The purchases of the twelve gallon tank, the m ost widely 
advertised size , are surprisingly low.
Size of Construction Project
Despite the lim itations presented by the fact that construction 
costs vary in different geographical locations and with different types 
of construction and design, the dollar cost of each new construction 
project represent* the best and most readily available common deno­
minator for measuring need fer addltonal d istilled  water. This is , 
of coarse, provided only those hospitals reporting new construction 
involving types of facilities likely to increase distilled water needs 
are included.
It w ill be seen later in this paper that this approach is  of 
special value in using the survey resu lts to establish an index of 
sa les potential for use in future years.
Channels Of Distribution
Before discussing the hospital responses to the question about 
from whom they had bought their s tills , it is  important to note that 
if more Dam one organization was involved in transmitting the order, 
the respondents were specifically requested to indicate a ll of the 
organizations involved. The fact that only twenty four hospitals listed  
more than one such organization indicates that many respondents evi-
TABLE 6: NUMBER AND SIZES OF STORAGE TANKS PURCHASED 
HOSPITAL MARKET SURVEY - 1953
Size of Tank (G als.) No. of Taaka *% of Total
5 21 133
10 38 24.0
12 57 36.1
15 11 7.0
20 10 6.3
24 10 6.3
25 9 5.7
50 2 1.3
Other 5 -
TOTAL 163 100.0
♦Excluding "Other” sizes
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TABLE 7: STILLS PURCHASED BY HOSPITALS FOR NEEDS ARISING 
PROM CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS OF DIFFERENT SIZES:
HOSPITAL 1 C M B T  SURVEY - 1953
Size of Project 
(in 000 Dollars)
No. of Hospitals 
In Sample
Ne. Heap. 
Purchasing 
A Still
% Buying No. of Stills No. of 
Stills Purchased Stills
P er Hosp.
1-99 48 10 20.8 10 1.0
100-199 49 29 40.8 20 1.0
200-299 41 20 48.8 22 1.1
300-399 38 25 65.8 25 1.0
400-599 45 37 82.2 41 1.1
600-799 29 23 79.3 30 1 1.3
800-999 22 16 72.7 19 1.2
1,000-1,599 36 27 75.0 31 1.1
1,600-2,999 38 21 81.6 54 1.7
3,000-5,999 16 9 56.3 15 1.7
6,000 It over 8 5 62.5 15 3.0
No£ Given 35 22 62.9 25 1.1
TOTAL 405 245 60.5 307 1.3
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dently have not given complete answers.
The most significant fact brought out by the survey is  that 39% 
of the hospitals which answered the question indicated only that it 
was purchased through their general or plumbing contractor. The 
person or persons actually filling out the questionnaire apparently 
did not know how the order had been placed beyond the fact that the 
contractor had done.it. No complete tabulation has been made of the 
position in the hospital held by the person filling out the questionnaire, 
but a perusal of the raw  data indicates that most of them were admini­
strators or assistant administrators.
la  evaluating the fact that government purchasing agencies were 
involved in 6.4% of still purchases, the reader should note that the 
responses include enly sue veterans admingltzatiGn and no armed ser­
vices hospitals.
In 6% of the responses, an architect or hospital consultant, in 
addition to his normal advisory or specifying function, was involved 
in transmitting the actual order. In four cases, they apparently 
handled the entire purchasing process.
Brand Preferences And Buying Motives
Brand preferences are evidently not very strong in the water still 
market. Only 33% ef the responding hospitals stated a preference for 
a particular brand. 2% of them volunteered the opinion that there wasn't 
much differ mice among brands, and another 2% wrote in that they "didn't 
know enough about it".
The considerations which influence hospitals in selecting a still 
are revealed in the reasons given for their brand preferences.
In many respects, these reasons are typical of why someone may 
prefer a particular brand ef any product. There are two ways, however, 
in which their responses reveal the wfcter still market to be somewhat 
unusual.
TABLE  8: ORGANIZATION THROUGH WHICH STILL PURCHASED 
HOSPITAL MARKET SURVEY -  1953
Organization ♦Mo. Of
a m u m .
% Total **No. Of 
Hospitals
% Total
General C ontracts: 68 31.2 82 30.8
Hospital Supply Dealer 58 26.6 67 25.2
D irect From  M anufacturer 35 16.1 43 16.2
Plumbing Contractor 29 13.3 31 11.7
State Purchasing Agency 11 5.0 11 4.1
Laboratory Supply D ealer 8 3.7 10 3.8
City, County, o r Federal 
Agency 6 2.3 6 2.3
A rchitect 2 0 .9 12 4.5
Hospital Conaultant 2 0.9 4 1.5
TOTAL 218 100.0 266 100.0
♦Excluding 84 hospital* listing two ergaaizations 
**lnclnding 24 hospitals listing  two organizations
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TABLE 9: REASONS GIVEN FOR BRAND PREFERENCES 
HOSPITAL MARKET SURVEY - 1953
I
No. Of Times
♦Reasons For Preference Response Listed
Reasons Reflecting Brand 
Familiarity and Reputation
"Familiar with it*1 17
"Only one know about" 14
"Good reputation" 8
"Have other company products" 7
"Recommendations" 6
TOTAL .52
Reasons Reflecting Quality 
of Design and Operation
"Operating efficiency" 15
"Ease of Maintenance" 11
"Simplicity of operation & Design" 10
"Quality of design & construction" 9
"Less maintenance required" 5
"Purity of distillate" 3
"Fits space better -  more compact" 2
"Nice appearance" 2
TOTAL 57
Reason Reflecting Both 
Reputation & Operation
"Dependability" 11
TOTAL 11
Reason Reflecting Distributor 
and Manufacturer Service
"Service" 28
TOTAL 28
Reasons Reflecting Cost
"Good price - lower price" 5
"Low operating cost" 1
TOTAL 6
Other Reasons Listed
"Don't know enough about it" 1
"Depends on use" 1
TOTAL 2
Total all reasons given 156
No. respondents stating brand preference 129
♦The reasons given have been grouped according to the meaning of the response. 
They are not always exact quotations.
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TABLE 10. REASON GIVEN FOR NOT BUYING STILL 
HOSPITAL MARKET SURVEY - 1953
♦Reason Given No. ofHosp. 
Listing
% of Total **% of Total
♦♦♦"Not needed" 41 32.3 33.6
"Old 8till(s) sufficient for needs" 33 26.0 27.1
"Bay distilled water" 28 19.7 20.5
"Do not need much distilled  water" 16 12 6 13.1
"No money -  no funds allotted" 7 5.5 5.7
"W ill buy one soon" 3 2.3 -
"No one to care far o r operate it" 2 1.6 -
TOTAL 1*7 100.0 100.0
♦The reasons Hated a re  grouped according to general intent of respondent 
♦♦Excluding "not needed** and "w ill buy one soon"
♦♦♦No Implication given about p recise  reason
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Hospital Complaints About Their Stills
Ik evaluating the complaints the respondents listed  in connection 
with their gttii purchases, it is  important to bear in mind the precise  
wording of the question, which was "How might you have liked the hand­
ling of your order by the above parties improved?” The "parties” 
involved are the organizations through which the s till order was placed. 
The respondent might have considered that problems which came up 
after the purchase and installation of the still are not relevant to the 
question. This consideration is  of special applicability to the com­
plaints concerning maintenance and repairs.
Another factor trading to reduce the number of complaints about 
the still is  the fact that none of them could have been in operation for 
mordthan three years, the period covered by the survey. Some of the 
complaints^ of course, could have been in reference to stills  purchased 
before the survey period.
TABLE 11: WAYS IN WHICH HOSPITALS WOULD HAVE LIKED 
HANDLING OP STILL ORDER IMPROVED
HOSPITAL MARKET SURVEY - 1953
l
No. of Hospitals 
Listing it
F aster delivery 9
B etter service on maintenance, rep a irs and p arts 7
Giving hospital adm inistrator a  larg er p a rt to 
purchasing decision 8
A ssistance with installation 6
Lower price 2
M iscellaneous 9
TOTAL 41
CHAPTER IQ
SALES PERFORMANCE OF THE DIFFERENT BRANDS OF WATER
STILLS AND TANKS
The product line and basic operating characteristics of the different 
water still manufacturers and distributors has been discussed in Chapter I.
The subject to be considered now is  their relative effectiveness in 
selling to the hospital market. This chapter describes in considerable 
detail the sa les performance of the different brands of s tills  in various 
segments of the market as indicated by the mail survey of hospitals.
The reader is  again referred to the appendix for a detailed descrip­
tion of the method of conducting the survey and its lim itations.
Total Sales
H ie Barnstead, American, and Castle s tills  rank first, second, and 
third,in sa les with 45.2%, 36* 2%, and 13.2% of the total market respec­
tively. Together, these three brands represent 94. 6% of all s tills  pur­
chased.
The remaining 5.4% of the market is  divided among five other 
brands that were purchased by survey respondents. In addition to these 
five, there are a large number of other brands available on whose behalf 
some solicitation of hospital business im ssthave been made. None of the 
survey respondents purchased those other brands.
As has been stated in Chapter I, only the Barnstead, American, 
W llmeb-Castle, and a few of the sm aller companies are really active in 
seeking hospital business. It should also be noted here that since the 
Barnstead stills  are sold by the American and Castle Companies, the 
latter two companies w ill have realized the distributors profit margin 
on many of the Barnstead stills  sold.
TABLE 12: BRAND OF STILL PURCHASED 
HOSPITAL MARKET SURVEY -  1953
Brand
No. Stills 
Purchased
*%of
Total
**No. Hospitals 
Purchasing Brand
*%of
Total
Bam stead 131 45.2 111 47.6
American 105 36.2 75 32.2
W iimot-Castle 38 13.2 31 13.3
Precision 5 1.7 5 2.2
Scanlan-M orris 5 1.7 5 2.2
Stokes 4 1.4 4 1.7
Aetna 1 6 .3 1 0 .4
Newark 1 0.3 1 0.4
Not Given 17 14
TOTAL 307 106.0 247 100.0
♦Excluding "Not Given"
♦♦Two hospitals purchased two different brands
Still S izes
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There is  some doubt about the accuracy of the responses to the 
question on s iz e  of still purchased. This is  indicated by the fact that 
American and Castle stills  of under fire gallon per hour capacity were 
supposedly purchased when it is  known that they are not available in 
these sizes. A complete treatment of this problem can be found in the 
appendix in the section dealing with the lim itations of the question­
naire.
Despite the above lim itations, the survey data reveals many valid 
facts about still sizes. Of the stills  of under five gallons per hour pur­
chased, at least 68% were Barnstead. In the five through ten gallon 
per hour size range, however, Barnstead sales were slightly behind 
American, in sales of ten gallon stills , American ranked first, Castle 
second, and Barnstead third. It will be remembered that the American 
brand still is  made in five, seven (actually 7-1 /2), and ten gallon sizes 
only, and the Castle still is  made in only the ten gallon size.
Thus it is  seen that Bftzwstead’s  position as the leader in the in­
dustry is  due, at least partly, to its  wider line of sizes.
Both the American and Castle Companies have chosen to make only 
the largest selling sizes. There Is, of course, no way of knowing how 
many hospitals they have "traded up" to a fiv s or ten gallon still.
The strength of the "other" brands the *espondents purchased is  
clearly in the sm all sizes. Thirteen of the s xteen stills  of these brands 
purchased were under five gallons in size.
Size Of Construction Project }
The cost of the new facilities built by the hospitals has been used 
as a measure of their increased need for distilled water. The thinking 
behind this has been discussed in Chapter 1.
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TABLE 13: SIZE OF VARIOUS BRANDS OF STILLS PURCHASED 
' ROSPITAL MARKET SURVEY -  1953
(All Figures in No. of Stills)
Brand of Still Size of Still (Gals per h rt
1 2 3 5 7 10 15 20 Other & 
Not Given
Total
Bam stead 20 14 8 54 - 23 1 1 10 131
American 2 1 4 39 21 031 1 - 6 105
W ilmot-Castle 2 - - 1 - 27 1 1 6 38
Precision - 1 1 - - - - 1 2 5
Scanlan-M orris - - 3 1 - 1 _ — 5
Stokes 3 1 - - - - _ 4
Aetna - - 1 - - - - _ 1
Newark - 1 - - - - _ _ 1
Not Given 1_ ■L- _1 J> - ,1 17
TOTAL 28 18 18 100 21 84 3 3 32 307
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TABLE 14; DISTRIBUTION OF SKZS OF STILL PURCHASED BY 
NO. OF STILLS EACH HOSPITAL BOUGHT
Size of Still 
(in Gals, per 
hr.V
No. Purchased By 
Hospitals Which 
Bought Only One 
SHU *% of Total
No. Purchased By 
Hospitals Which 
Bought More Than 
One Still of Total
1 38 15.9 0 0.0
2 14 8.0 4 4.0
3 11 6.3 7 7.1
5 61 34.6 39 39.4
7 15 8.5 6 6.1
10 43 24.4 41 41.4
15 3 1.7 0 0.0
20 1 0.6 2 2.0
Not Given 23 - 9 -
TOTAL 199 100.0 108 100.0
*Excludlng "Not Given"
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American Company's direct sa les fbrce, which works out of the large 
cities, may not have the tim e to cover a ll the hospitals w ell, it seem s 
likely that they would tend to concentrate their efforts on the larger 
projects, especially those in urban areas. On the other hand, the 
Barnstead sa les force is  much sm aller than Am erican's and must 
service their industrial and dealer accounts as well as assisting their 
dealers in selling to individual hospitals. The Barnstead sales force 
is  therefore able to give the hospitals relatively little individual atten­
tion. It w ill be shown later that the hospitals with sm aller projects 
buy more s tills  from dealers than those with larger construction pro­
jects. It is  among these dealers that the Barnstead brand is  strongest.
Distribution-wise, the Castle s till lie s  in between the American 
and Barnstead. The Castle Company se lls  only through dealers but has 
a sa les force that is  larger than Barnstead's but s m a lle r  than American's. 
When this is  coupled with the fact that the Castle still is  not made in the 
five and seven and one-half gallon sixes as the American is , and it is  
to be expected that the Castle s t ill, .like the American, should se ll better 
among the hospitals with large construction projects than among those 
with sm all projects.
In summary, then, there is  good reason to feel that the project 
size  tends to affect the brand of Still the hospitals purchase. This rela­
tionship, however, is  not as strong er as conclusive as the size of pro­
ject - size of still relationship.
Type of Construction Project
The marketing effect of the three types of hospital construction pro­
jects is  discussed in detail in the next chapter.
Briefly, the variation in the brands purchased by the hospitals with 
different types of building projects is  influenced prim arily by the sizes of 
these projects. The "additions and repairs" and "replacement" hospital
TABLE 15: DISTRIBUTION OF BRAND OF STILL PURCHASED BY SIZE OF
CONSTRUCTION PROJECT
HOSPITAL MARKET SURVEY -  1953 
(All Figures in No. of Stills)
S ite  of P ro ject fln Thousands of Dollars)
Brand of Still 1-99 10©-
199
200-
299
300-
399
400-
599
600
799
Bam stead 5 6 IS 14 20 10
American 3 4 6 6 13 11
W ilm et-Castle 0 6 2 1 3 6
Precision 1 1 0 0 0 0
Scanlan-M drrls 0 1 0 2 0 1
Stokes 1 9 ©0 © I S 00
Aetna 0 0 0 0 0 G
Newark 0 0 0 0 0
Not Given 0_ 2_ _o _2 _4 JO
TOTAL 10 20 22 25 41 30
800-
999
1,000-
1,599
1,600-
2,999
3,000-
5.999
6,000 b  
Over
Not
Given Total
6 15 20 6 0 16 131
11 13 20 10 4 4 105
0 6 7 0 4 3 38
0 1 1 0 0 1 5
0 0 0 1 0 0 5
00 0 0 0 0 0 4
0 0 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 1
2 _2 JL _i_ _3 17
19 31 54 15 15 25 307
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rvTABLE 16: SIZE OF STILL PURCHASED BY SIZE OF CONSTRUCTION PROJECT
Size of Still 1-299
HOSPITAL MARKET SURVEY, 1953 
Size of P ro ject (000 Dollars!
300-599 600-1.599 1.600CA Over ♦Total
(Gals per h rt No. •JL No. 53L No. No. J 3 L "Wo. a
1 15 34.1 10 17.9 - - - - 25 9.8
2 6 13.6 4 7.1 1 1.4 4 4.8 15 5.9
3 3 6 .8 5 8.9 3 4.2 5 6.0 16 6.3
5 13 29.6 19 33.9 34 47.2 30 36.2 96 37.6
7 - - 8 14.3 8 11.1 4 4.8 20 7.8
10 7 15.9 8 14.3 25 34.7 38 46.8 78 30.6
15 -- - 1 1.8 - - 1 1.2 2 0.8
20 _ _ _ 1 i:8 1 1.4 1 1.2 3 1.2
♦TOTAL 44 100.0 56 100.0 72 100.0 72 100.0 255 100.0
♦Excluding "Not Given"
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10
20
22
25
41
30
19
31
15
15
25
307
TABLE 17: SIZE OF STILL PURCHASEDBY SIZE OF CONSTRUCTION PROJECT
HOSPITAL MARKET SURVEY, 1953
(All Figures la No. of S tilly
Size of Still IGals. P er Hour!
1 2 3 5 7
5 - 2 3 -
6 4 - 2 -
4 2 1 8 -
5 1 4 8 2
5 3 1 11 6
- - - 11 3
- - 2 10 3
- 1 1 13 2
- - 2 8 1
- - - 7 -
3 2 2 4 1
28 18 18 100 21
10 15 20 Not Given
5 1 - 2
2 - - 5
2 - - 3
6 - 1 8
15 - - 1
1 - - 3
9 - 1 4
4 - - -
8 - - -
6 1 5
84 3 3 32
TABLE 18: BRAND OF STILL PURCHASED BT HOSPITALS BUYING MORE
.THAN ONE STILL
HOSPITAL MARKET SURVEY - 1953
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(All Figures in No. of Hospitals)
Brand
Hospitals Buying 
♦Two Stills
Hospitals Buying 
3 Stills
Hospitals Buying 
4 Stills
Bam stead
American
W ilm otCaatle
21
15
5
3
6
1
2
3
1
Precision - -
Scanlon-M orris -  -
Stokes -  -
Aetna - -
Newark -  -
Not Given 3 - -
TOTAL 44 10 6
♦The two hospitals which bought two stills of different brands are excluded
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projects were larger than the "completely new" hospital projects and, as 
would be expected, die American s tills  outsell Barnstead among these 
purchasers. Sim ilarly, there were very few of the "other" brands pur­
chased for these "additions" and "replacement” needs.
The only apparent explanation ef the relative weakness of Castle 
sa les to the "old” hospitals is  that fewer of them had known of or had 
experience with the brand.
Organization Through Which Still Purchased
The data in the tables which fellow reflects the different methods 
ef distribution ef the individual brands.
A number of the relationship* revealed are worthy of specific 
mention. The are;
1. There were a large number of cases in which the hospital respondent 
did net know exactly where the s till was purchased beyond the fact that 
the general contractor or plumbing contractor handled it. Among these 
hospitals, the Barnstead and American brands were especially strong.
2. The dealers were a relatively m ere important "known” sales outlet
for Castle and "other” brands than for Barnstead. (Note the seven respon­
dents who considered the American Sterilizer Company as a dealen)
3. The purchases ef the Barnstead and Castle s tills  direct from the man- 
ufacturer are only partly explained by the listing of two organizations 
involved in their purchase by some hospitals. It seem s quite likely that 
some hospitals and contractors are buying directly from these manufac­
turers.
4. As mentioned previously, the number ef hospitals listing purchase 
through a federal, state, or municipal agency is  unexpectedly large.
(Only one of them was a federal agency.) The fact that these agencies 
were involved in buying no Castle stills  is  probably due to its higher 
price. These agencies are relatively "price conscious".
TABLE 19: BRAND OF STILL PURCHASED FOR DIFFERENT TYPES OF HOSPITAL
CONSTRUCTION
HOSPITAL MARKET SURVEY -  1953 
(All Figures in No. of m ils )
Type ef Project
Brand of Still
Completely New 
Hospitals 
No. *%
Additions h  
A lterations, 
Old Hospitals
No. *%
Complete Replacement 
ef Old Hospital 
No. *%
Total
No. 55L
Barnstead 92 48.7 16 38.1 23 39.0 131 45.2
American 57 30.2 21 50.0 27 45.7 106 36.2
W ilm et-Castle 28 14.8 3 7.1 7 11.9 38 13.2
Precision 3 1.6 1 2.4 1 1.7 5 1.7
Scanlan-M orris 5 2 .6 - - - - 5 1.7
Stokes 3 1.6 - - 1 1.7 4 1.4
Aetna - - 1 2.4 - - 1 0.3
Newark 1 0.5 - - - - 1 0.3
Not Given 9 - 3 - 5 17 _
TOTAL 198 100.0 45 100.0 64 100.0 307 100.0
♦Excluding "Not Given"
TABLE 20; ORGANIZATION THROUGH WHICH HOSPITALS PLACED 
THEIR ORDERS FOR THE VARIOUS BRANDS OF STILLS PURCHASED
HOSPITAL MARKET SURVEY, 1953 
/(All Figures in % of Total Hospitals)
Brand Purchased
Organization Barns tead— t American Castle Other Total
Contractor 45.8 43.4 34.3 30.0 42.2
Dealer 33.1 9.2 42.8 60.0 29.3
M anufacturer 7.6 31.6 22.9 _ 16.5
Purchasing Agency 5.9 9.2 - 5.0 6.0
A rchitect or 
Consultant 7.6 6.6 5.0 6.0
TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
TABLE 21; ORGANIZATION THROUGH WHICH HOSPITAL* PLACED THEIR ORDERS 
FOR THE VARIOUS BRANDS OF STILIB PURCHASED
HOSPITAL MARKET SURVEY -  1963 
(All ♦Figures In No. of Hospitals)
Brand of Still
General
Contractor
Plumbing
Contractor
Hospital
Supply
D ealer
la b .
Supply
Dealer
D irectly
With
M fr.
♦♦Gov't
Purchasing
Agency A rchitect Consultant ♦Total
Bam stead 37 17 35 4 9 7 5 4 118
American 25 8 6 1 24 7 5 - 76
W ilm et-Castle 9 3 15 - 38 - - _ 35
Precision - 1 3 1 - — - _ 5
Scanlan-M orris 3 - 2 1 - - - — 6
Stokes - - 3 1 - - 1 - 5
Aetna 1 - - - - 1 - — 2
Newark 1 - 1 - - - - - 2
Not Given 6 2 2 2 2 2 1 - 17
TOTAL 82 31 67 10 43 17 12 4 266
♦F igures include 24 hospitals which listed  two organizations through whom the order was placed. In these ca se s , 
both respon ses are included. An analysis of th ese double responses is  found in the next table. The figures 
exclude 16, hospitals which did not respond to th is question (10 of these bought ’’Barnstead" /3 bought "Am erican").
♦♦include federal, state, and m unicipal agencies.
TABLE 22; ANALYSIS OF RESPONSES OF HOSPITALS LISTING TWO ORGANIZATIONS
THROUGH WHICH THEY PURCHASED STILLS
HOSPITAL MARKET SURVEY -  1963»
(All Figures in He. of Hospitals)
Second Organization Listed Was
If F irs t 
Organization 
L isted Was
General
C abiraetor
Plumbing
Contractor
Hospital
»m tiy
Dealer
Lab.
Supply
D ealer
D irectly
With
M fr.
Gov’t
Purchasing
Agency A rchitect Consultant Total
General
Contractor 2 6 0 1 1 4 0 14
Plumbing
C ebtracter 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
Hasp. Supply 
D ealer 6 0 6 1 0 1 1 9
Lab. Simply 
Dealer 0 0 0 _ 1 0 1 0 2
Mfr. D irect 1 0 1 1 - 0 4 1 8
Gov’t  Purchasing 
Agency 1 0 6 0 0 0 0 1
A rchitect 4 0 1 1 4 0 — 0 10
Consultant ± _o_ A JL A _0_ ± - _2
TOTAL 14 2 9 2 8 1 10 2 48
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5. The strength of the Barnstead and American brands among the 
architects and consultants reflects the fact that they are the best known 
brands. These architects are in a position to influence the still pur­
chases of a majority of a ll hospitals.
Complaints About Handling Of Still Order
There were a large number of complaints voiced about the way 
hospital still orders were handled. 17% of the hospitals buying a still 
had som e type of complaint. Most of them were relatively minor, 
however. Furthermore, it is  probable that a larger proportion of the 
hospitals which had a criticism  to make responded to the questionnaire 
than did those who had no complaint.
Some of the individual complaints refer to the hospital's internal 
buying operations or to the architect’s  function rather than to manufac­
turer or dealer service.
ha general, the complaints are fatally proportionally distributed 
among the individual brands. There were, however, criticism s listed  
by three of the five hospitals that bought the Precision brand of still.
Brand Preferences
The relationship between the brand of s tills  the survey respondents 
preferred and the brand they actually purchased is  very close. Only 
eight precent did not buy the brand they preferred.
The closeness of this relationship may be interpreted in two ways. 
F irstly, it may indicate the influence of the respondents preconceived 
brand preferences in selecting the brand of still to buy. Or secondly, it 
may be the result of their having been "sold” on the brand by the manufac­
turer or dealer salesm en. There is  really no way of knowing the number 
of hospitals for which either interpretation might be true.
N evertheless, the data does give a clear indication of what the
TABLE 23: WAYS IK WHICH HOSPITALS WOULD HAVE LIKED 
HANDLING OF THEIR STILL ORDER IMPROVED 
1 COMPARED WITH BRAND PURCHASED
HOSPITAL MARKET SURVEY - 1953 
(All Figures In Ne. of Hospitals)
Brand Purchased 
Baraatead American Castle Other Total
F aster Delivery 4 4 > 1 9
Service on maintenance, 
repairs and parts
1 2 1 (2 Precision) 7 
(Aetna)
Giving adm inistrator a
larger part in the pur- *2 5 1 8
chasing decision
A ssistance with Installation 4 - - (Precision) 6 
(Scanlan)
Lower price 1 - - (Not Given) 2
Printed operating ins tru e-
tions for posting near still 1 - - 1
Sold s till when not need one 1 - - 1
Still too sm all for needs 1 - - 1
Open bids should he required - 1 - 1
Still located in wrong place - 1 - 1
Provide instructions for 
registering with alcohol
tax bureau - 1 - 1
Would like "closer relations"
with m anufacturer - - 1 1
B etter to buy from  hospital 
purchasing agency than
general contractor - - - (Not Given) 1
More detailed study of v a ri-
ous types of stills ■L_ — _ _ (Not Given) 1
TOTAL No. Complaints 15 14 4 oo
Total No. Hospitals
Purchasing Brand 111 75 31 28 245
Percentage of Complaints 13.5 18.7 12.9 28.6 16.7.
*B©th listed  as "Ohio” stills
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hospitals currant preferences are. These preferences would be expected 
to have a definite effect on any future still purchases the respondents may 
be in a position to make or to influence.
Since many of the s tills  purchased by the responding hospitals had 
already been in operation for one or two years at the time the questionnaire 
was being completed, the responses do represent a certain amount of 
performance experience with the still.
A test of the statistical significance of the percentages of the pur­
chasers of the three common brands who also stated a preference for it 
repeals that the difference between the Barnstead (48.1%) and the American 
(33.3%) preferences to the only one that is  statistically significant. Thus, 
for example, it cannot be accurately concluded that a greater proportion 
of the hospitals which preferred the Barnstead still actually bought it than 
preferred and bought the Castle still.
It is  also interesting to observe that there were five cases where an 
American still was purchased despite a stated preference for the Barnstead. 
There was only one case of the opposite occurence.
Factors Influencing Brand Preferences
The fact that the hospitals preferring the American still listed  the 
largest relative number of reasons for this preference is perhaps an indi­
cation the company's salesmanship and service has been the most su ccess­
ful in gaining adherents.
The forte of the Barnstead brand is  in its good reputation and its 
fam iliarity to the respondents. It reflects the company's profiting by their 
past successes. However, the other brands were net without their supporters 
for these same reasons.
TABLE 24: COMPARISON OF BRAND PREFEREN CE WITH BRAND
ACTUALLY PURCHASED
HOSPITAL MARKET SURVEY -  1953 
(All Figures in No. of Hospitals}
Brand Purchased
Tot. Number 
Purchasing 
Brand
No. Stating 
Preference 
for Same Brand 
a s Purchased %
No. Stating 
Preference 
for Brand 
Different from 
One Purchased
No. Stating 
No Brand 
Preference
Barastead 131 63 48.1 3 65
Ainerican 105 35 33.3 5 65
WUmot-Castle 38 16 42.1 1 21
Precision 5 2 40.0 - 3
Scaalan-M orris 5 2 40.0 - 3
Stokes 4 1 25.0 - 3
Aetna 1 - 00.0 1 -
Newark. 1
—
-
—
17
TOTAL 307 119 38.8 10 178
HOSPITAL MARKET SURVEY -  1953
TABLE 25: COMPARISON OF EACH HOSPITALS STATED BRAND PREFEREN CE WITH
BRAND OF ST IL L  ACTUALLY PURCHASED
(All Figures in No. of Hospitals) 
Brand Purchased
Response to Question
oa Brand Preference Bam stead American Castle
Barnstead 63 5 -
American 1 36 1
W ilmot-Castle 1 - 16
Precision - -
ScanloQ-M orrls - -
Stokes - - -
Ohio Chemical - - -
♦♦"No. Preference 
Among Best-known 1 3 1
Brands"
♦♦"It Makes no Difference" 1 _ 2
♦♦"Don't Know Enough! 
About If1 3_ 4_
TOTAL 70 47 20
♦ Ohio Not
Precision Scan lan Stokes Aetna Chemical Given Total
1 G*9
- - - - -  37
17
2 -  -  -  -  2
2 -  -  -  -  2 
1  -  -  -  U
1 -  ,1
-  -  -  1 8
3
JL  JL  8
2 2 1 1 2 1 146
♦Ohio Chemical Co. Brand listed  separate from  Bam stead because of one hospital preference for it indicated 
♦♦These responses are categorized according to the im plication of each response
g
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The relative strength of the American and Castle s tills  is  in the 
factors concerned with the operation of the still. This is  probably at 
least partly due to the company's sa les efforts. The Barnstead brand 
is  also strong in this respect.
Thirty percent of the hospitals which preferred the American still 
listed  "service" as one of the reasons. This figure compares with twenty 
four percent for Castle and seventeen percent for Barnstead. Although 
the number of responses from which these percentages were computed 
are too sm all to make these differences statistically significant, the 
data does provide at least a due as to the successfulness of these manu­
facturer's distribution organization in satisfying custom ers. This con­
clusion is  in agreement with the listing ef hospital complaints about the 
handling ef their still order.
Tim paucity of responses giving price as a factor in brand preference 
has been mentioned previously. Four of the five who gave this reply pre­
ferred the American brand.
Another fact worthy of specific mention is  the listing ef preferences 
for American and Castle s tills  based en possession of some of their manu­
facturer's other products. These cases probably involved supplying a ll of 
die ster ile  supply equipment tor an installation.
Another noteworthy relationship is  indicated by the fact that each of 
the three hospitals listing purity of the distillate as a reason tor their 
brand preference favored the Castle still. The Castle Company is  the only 
major still manufacturer which stresses distillate quality tests in their 
advertising literature.
Type Of Hospital
A relatively large proportion ef toe health centers and "m iscellane­
ous" types ef hospitals purchased Barnstead stills . This is  quite clearly  
due to toe fact that these hospitals are sm all and usually buy sm aller stills .
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It is  probable, furthermore, that lew  health centers have a sufficiently 
large and constant supply of steam to enable them to purchase a steam  
operated still. A large percentage ef the health centers are located in 
the southern states.
Storage Tanks
One or more storage tanks for the distilled water is  a natural 
adjunct to a water still. The tanks represent by far the largest volume 
of still accessory equipment.
The table which fellows demonstrates the success of the Wilmot- 
Castle Company’s  distribution organisation is  selling tanks along with 
their s tills . It undoubtedly involves a highly successful dealer, archi­
tect and hospital educational program.
The very poor tank sa les of the "other" brands is  explainable by 
their relative disinterest in the hospital market. The supposedly aggros* 
siye selling activities of the American Company is  not evident in their 
tank sales.
The writer has assumed that the storage tanks are purchased with 
the still from the same distribution sources.
Geographical Distribution Of Still Sales
The American brand of s till is  the largest selling brand in the 
northeast and in the heavily populated states in the midwest. This is  to 
be expected from the fact that there are a large proportion of the larger 
hospitals located in these states.
The greatest sales strength of the Bamstead brand is  in the deep 
south. This is  the resh ii of more of the sm aller rural hospitals who 
would want more of the sm aller sized, electrically or gas operated stills  
being located, there.
The Castle still sales performance is  rather spotty, with the best 
resu lts obtained in New England and in the southeastern states.
TABLE 27: BRAND OF STILL PURCHASED BY HOSPITALS OF
DIFFERENT TYPES
HOSPITAL MARKET SURVEY - 1953 
^All Figures in No. of Hospitals)
Health
Brand of Still General Center ♦Other Total
Barn stead 101 5 5 111
American 72 1 2 75
Wilmot Castle 30 0 1 31
Precision 4 1 0 5
Scanlon-M orris 5 0 0 5
Stokes 3 1 0 4
Aetna 1 0 0 1
Newark 1 0 0 1
Not Given 12 1 1 14
TOTAL 229 9 9 247
♦The following types a re  included; Tuberculosis, Eye, Neuropsychiatric, 
Osteopathic, Handicapped.
TABLE 28: HUMBER O f STORAGE TANKS PURCHASED COMPARED 
WITH BRAND OF STILL PURCHASED
HOSPITAL MARKET SURVEY - 1953
No. of Stills *No. of Tanks Percent
Brand of Still Purchased Purchased Purchasing Tank
Barnstead 131 66 50.4
American 105 60 57 .1
W ilm et-Castle 38 31 81.6
Precision 5 0 00.0
ScanlanM orris 5 1 20.0
Stokes 4 0 00.0
Aetna 1 0 00.0
Newark 1 1 100.0
Not GiYen 17 4 23.5
TOTAL 307 163 53.1
*In cases where more than one tank was purchased for a still, the figures 
include only one of them
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TABLE 29: DISTRIBUTION OF SIZE OF STORAGE TANK 
BY BRAND OF STILL PURCHASED
HOSPITAL MARKET SURVEY -  1953
(All Figures in No. of Tanks)
Size of Tank (in Gallons)
Total No.
Brand of Still 5 10 12 15 20 24 25 Other of Tanks
Bam stead 14 15 21 7 5 - 2 2 66
American 5 13 26 2 5 3 4 2 60
Wilxnot-Castle - 9 8 1 - 7 3 3 31
Precision 0
Scanlan-M orris - 1 - - - - - - 1
Stokes -
Aetna -
Newark 1 - - - - - - - 1
Not Given 1 ___ 2 1 ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4
TOTAL 21 38 47 11 10 10 9 7 163
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TABLE 30: BEANO OF STILL PURCHASED BY HOSPITALS IN 
DIFFERENT GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS OF THE COUNTRY
HOSPITAL MARKET SURVEY -  1953
(All Figures in No. of S ills)
Geographic
♦Region Bam stead
Brand Purchased 
American Castle Other
New England 2 6 8 0
Middle Atlantic 16 18 4 2
Southeastern 14 12 11 1
Southern 19 12 2 1
E. North Central 14 19 2 1
W. North Central 14 11 2 4
W. South Central 15 7 5 0
Texas ft La. 14 5 0 1
Mountain 10 6 1 3
Pacific 13 9 3_ _3
TOTAL 131 105 38 16
♦States composing regions; New England -  M e., N .H ., V t., M ass., R .I ., Conn 
Middle Atlantic -N .Y ., N .J ., P a ., M d., D el., D.C.
Southeastern -  V a., N .C ., S .C ., G a., Fla.
Southern K y., Tenn., W. V a., A la., M iss.
E .N orth C entral -  Ohio, Ind ., M ich., 111.
W .N erthC entral W ise., Iow a., M inn., N .D ., S .D ., Nebr.
W.South Central - K ans., M o., O U i., Ark.
Mountain -  C olo., U tah., M ont., W ye., Idaho, N. M ex., A riz.
Pacific C alif., O re ., Wash.
CHAPTER IV
THE MARKET EFFECT OF THE TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION PROJECT
Briefly, once again, the three categories into which the hospital 
survey respondents have been separated are:
1. Completely new hospitals.
2. Additions to, or alterations of, "old" hospitals.
3. Complete replacement of "old” hospitals.
The purchases, preferences, and overall th inking of the "old" 
hospitals is  of special significance since it give an indication of the 
nature of the market for the replacement of old stills.
In the case of a new hospital, the architect or consultant and the 
administrator, if he is  appointed early enough, w ill determine the brand, 
size , type, location, etc. of the still to be purchased. All of these 
parties w ill most likely have had sem e direct previous experience with 
buying and operating stills.
hi the case of an old hospital, the personnel who are actually inn 
volved in the use of the still w ill be available to influence the purchase. 
Their suggestions are probably the m ost important single determinant 
of the brand, type, size , etc of the stills  and accessory equipment these 
hospitals w ill purchase. Virtually a ll of the hospital administrators and 
purchasing agents questioned stated that they would first ask the operating 
personnel about what they wanted. This situation would hold true both for 
new still purchases and for replacement of old stills .
The relationships presented in the tabular data in this chapter can 
be largely explained by the causal relationships established in Chapter HI. 
The differences in brand and size  of s till purchased found among lhe hospi­
tals with different types of construction projects is  understandable from  
the distribution of the project sizes. This distribution also o pining the
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fact that m ere ef the "replacement” hospitals bought s tills  than did 
the "new" hospitals. Evidently, alm ost none ef the "replacement" 
hospitals reused their eld stills . The relatively sm all percentage of 
the hospitals building additions that purchased a still is  no doubt due 
to their already possessing a still which could supply their increased 
needs. The fact that this percentage is  about the same for a ll sizes  
of the "additions" projects is  perhaps a result of the sm all hospitals, 
which had ne still, increasing their needs sufficiently to warrant buying 
one.
The type of project does net have much effect on the organization 
through which the s tills  were purchased. The only clear cut difference 
is  that very few "eld" hospitals bought through architects or consultants. 
There are sem e other sm all differences but none ef them are sufficiently 
large to begin to approach statistical significance.
The type of project has little  effect on the reasons given for the 
respondents brand preferences. It might have been expected that the 
"old" hospitals would place mere stress on operating efficiency or dealer 
service. The same purchasing motivation is  operative for a ll types of 
projects.
The "old" hospitals purchased storage tanks for 70% of their stills , 
compared with only 44% ef the "new11 hospitals. This indicates either that 
the "old" hospitals experience has taught them of the need for storage facili­
ties or that the "new" hospitals buy fewer (and sm aller) tan k s because they 
have le ss  need to store or transport it. Both approaches are logical.
There is  no clear explanation of the failure of the "additions" group 
to buy nearly a s many large tanks as the "Mew" or "replacement" types.
The m ost likely possib ilities are that they already had a sufficient number 
Of large tanks, or that their experience had taught them ef the advisability 
of buying sm all tanks. If the latter is  true, however, the same thinking
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should have been evident in the "replacement" hospitals purchases.
The survey data upon which the above findings are based are shown 
in the tables which fellow.
TABLE 31: BRAND OF STILL PURCHASED BY HOSPITALS WITH DIFFERENT TYPES
p F  CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS
HOSPITAL MARKET SURVEY -1963
(All Figures in No. of Stills)
Broad of Still
Completely 
New Heap. 
No. *%
T ree of P ro ject
Additions 6  
A lterations, 
Old Heap.
M2. J S _
Complete 
Replacement 
Old Heap. 
No. »%
Total
No. !3L
Barnstead 92 48.7 16 38.1 23 39.0 131 45.2
Am ericas 67 39.2 21 50.0 27 45.7 105 36.2
W ilmot-Castle 26 14.8 3 7.1 7 11.9 38 13.2
Precision 3 1.6 1 2.4 1 1.7 5 i l .7
Scanlan-M errls 5 2.6 - - - - 5 1.7
Stokes 3 1.6 - - 1 1.7 4 1.4
Aetna - - 1 2 .4 - - 1 0.3
Newark 1 0.5 - - - - 1 0.3
"Not Gives" 9 - 3 - 5 - 17 —
TOTAL 198 100.0 45 100.0 64 100.0 307 100.0
♦Excluding "Not Gives"
TABLE 32: BRAND OF STILL PURCHASED FOR DIFFERENT TYPES OF HOSPITAL CONSTRUCTION
HOSPITAL MARKET SURVEY -  1953
(Figures is  No. of Hospitals)
Type of P roject
Brand of Still
Completely 
New Hosp. 
No. *%_
Additions ft 
A lterations, 
Old Hosp. 
No. *%
* Complete 
Replacement 
Old Hosp.
N°- J S No. *j3_
Barns tead 83 50.9 10 35.7 18 42.8 I l l 47.6
American 46 28.3 13 46.4 16 38.1 75 32.2
Wilmot Castle 22 13.5 3 10.7 6 14.3 31 13.3
Precision 3 1.8 1 3.6 1 2.4 6* 2.2
Scanlan -M orris 5 3 .1 - - - - - 2.2
Stokes 3 1.8 - - 1 2 .4 4 1.7
Aetna - - 1 3.6 - - 1 0.4
Newark 1 0.6 - - - - 1 0.4
Not Given 8 - - - 6 - 14 -
TOTAL 171 100.0 28 100.0 48 100.0 247 100.0
♦Excluding "Not Given"
TABLE 33: SIZE OF STILL PURCHASED FOR DIFFERENT TYPES 
, OF CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS
HOSPITAL MARKET SURVEY -  1963 
(All F igures in No. of Stills)
Type of P roject
Size of Still
Completely 
New Hosp.
Additions b  
A lterations, 
Old Hosp.
Sols. P er Henri No. 3 L No. J3L
1 26 14.9 - -
2 11 6.3 4 8.9
3 13 7.5 1 2.2
5 63 39.1 14 81.1
7 14 8.0 3 6.7
10 39 22.4 21 46.7
15 2 1.2 - *
20 1 0.6 2 4.4
Not Given 24 _
TOTAL 198 100.0 45 100.0
Complete 
Replacement 
Old Hosp.
No. < *%
Total
No. %_
2 3.6 28 10.2
3 5 .4 18 6.5
4 7.1 18 6.5
18 32.1 100 36.4
4 7.1 21 7.6
24 42.9 84 30.6
1 1.8 3 1.1
- - 3 1.1
8 - 32 —
64 100.0 405 100.0
TABLE 34: SIZE OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS 
HOSPITAL MARKET SURVEY -  1963
Size of P ro ject
Completely 
New Heap.
(All Figures is  Not of Hospitals)
Type of P relect
Additions ft . Complete
A lterations, Replacement 
Old Heap. Old Hosd. Total(000 Dollars) No. 3L No. 3L No. 3L No. %_
1 -  09 44 15.5 4 6.9 0 — 48 11.9
100 -  199 40 14.1 5 8.6 4 6.3 49 12.1
200 -  299 33 11.7 3 5.2 5 7.8 41 10.1
300 -  399 31 10.9 2 3.5 5 7.8 38 9.4
480 -  599 35 12.4 5 8.6 5 7.8 45 11.1
600 -  799 19 6.7 6 10.3 4 6.3 29 7.2
990 -  999 11 3.9 6 10.3 5 7.8 22 5.4
1,000 -  1,599 22 7.8 5 8.6 9 14.0 36 8.9
1,600 -  2,999 13 4.6 11 19.0 14 21.9 38 9.4
3,000 -  5,999 7 2 .5 4 6.9 5 7.8 16 3.9
6,000 ft Over 4 1.4 3 5.2 1 1.6 8 . 2 .0
Net Given 24 8.5 4_ 6.9 L_ 10.9 35 8.6
TOTAL 283 100.0 58 100.0 64 100.0 405 100.0
TABLE 35: PERCENTAGE OF HOSPITALS PURCHASING A STILL BT SIZE AMD TYPE
OF CONSTRUCTION PROJECT
HOSPITAL MARKET SURVEY -  1953
(All Figures in % of All Hospitals of The Size 
And Type of P ro ject That Purchased a Still)
ize of P roject 
£900 Dollars}
Completely 
New Hoop.
Addition or 
A lteration, 
Old Hosp.
Complete 
Replacement 
Old How. Total
1*299 PS.8 41.7 22.2 36.2
300-699 78.8 57.1 . 60.0 74.7
909~1,599 78.8 47.1 94.4 75.9
1,600 ft over 75.0 50.0 90.0 72.6
Not Given 62.5 50.0 71.4 62.9
TOTAL 59.7 48.3 75.0 60.5
tABLE 37; NUMBER OF HOSPITALS PURCHASING A STILL BY SIZE AND TYPE 
, O F CONSTRUCTION PROJECT
HOSPITAL MARKET SURVEY -  1953
Size of P ro ject 1960 Dollars!
Type of Project 1-299 300-599 600-1.599 1,600 ft Over ♦Total
Completely new hosp. -  No. 43 52 41 16 154
% Total 27.9 33.8 26.6 . 11.7 100.0
Additions ft A lterations.
Old Hospitals -  No. 5 4 8 9 26
% Total 19.2 15.4 30.8 34.6 100.0
Complete Replacement.
Old Hospitals -  No. 2 6 17 18 43
% Total 4 .6 14.0 39.5 41.9 160.0
Total Number 50 62 66 46 223
% Total 22.4 27.8 29.6 20.2 100.0
♦Excluding ’’Not Given”
TABLE 38: ORGANIZATION THROUGH WHICH STILL PURCHASED BY TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION
PROJECT
t
HOSPITAL MARKET SURVEY -  1953 
*(A11 Figures in No. of Hospitals)
Organization
Completely 
New Hasp.
Additions t  
A lterations, 
Old Heap.
Complete 
Replacement 
Old. Hosp. Total
General Contractor 57 8 17 83
Hospital Supply Dealer 51 4 12 67
D irect from  Manuf. 26 8 9 43
Plumbing Contractor 25 4 2 31
Lab. Supply D ealer 6 1 33 10
Gov't Purchasing Agency 7 4 6 17
A rchitect 10 1 1 12
Consultant 3 - ■1 4
TOTAL 185 30 51 266
♦Some hospitals listed m ore than one organization. In these cases, both a re  included in the data.
0 0
< *
TABLE 39: REASONS GIVEN FOR BRAND PREFERENCES BY HOSPITALS WITH
DIFFERENT TYPES OF CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS
HOSPITAL MARKET SURVEY -  1953
(The Reasons a re  Grouped According to General Meaning; 
All Figures In No. of Hospitals lis tin g  Response)
Reasons for Preference
Completely 
New Hosp.
Additions ft 
A lterations, 
Old Hosp.
Complete 
Replacement 
Old Hosp. Total
Reasons Reflecting Brand 
Fam iliarity ft Reputation
35 9 8 52
Reasons Reflection Quality 
of Design ft Operation
38 14 5 57
"Dependability" 9 1 1 11
D ealer o r M anufacturer 18 8 2 28
"Cost" 4 2 - 6
Other Reasons 1 — 1 2
TOTAL 105 34 17 156
No. Hosp. Stating Preference 75 26 28 129
00
00
.TABLE 40 : STORAGE TANK PURCHASE BT TYPE OF 
CONSTRUCTION PROJECT
HOSPITAL MARKET SURVEY - 1953
Type of P roject
No. Stills 
Purchased
No. Tanks 
Purchased
%
Purchasing
Completely new hosp. 198 87 43.9
Additions ft A lterations.
old Hospitals 45 33 73.3
Complete Replacement of
Old Hospitals 64 43 67.2
TOTAL 307 163 53.1
TABLE 41: SIZE OF STORAGE TANK PURCHASED BT TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION PROJECT
HOSPITAL MARKET SURVEY -  1953
Size of Tank {Gala.)
5
10
12
15
20
24
25 
50
Misc.
(All F igures in No. of Tanks)
Type of P roject
Addition o r Complete
Completely A lteration, Replacement
New Hosp. Old Hasp. Old Hosp.
10 4 7
19 12 7
34 11 12
8 - 3  
4 1 5
7 - 3  
3 1 5
1 1 -
J .  _3 1
87 33
Total
21
38
57
11
10
10
9
2
5
TOTAL 43 163
TABLE 42: REASON GIVEN FOR NOT PURCHASING STILL BY TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION
PROJECT
HOSPITAL MARKET SURVEY -  1953
Type of Protect
Completely Additions A Complete
Reason Given New Hosp. A lterations, 
Old Hosp.
Replacement 
Old Hosp.
Total
"Not needed” 35 6 41
’•Old s tills  sufficient for needs” 12 17 4 33
"Buy D istilled water" 18 3 4 25
"Not need much distilled w ater” 14 - 2 16
"No funds” 6 - 2 7
"W ill buy seen” 1 - 2 3
"No one to operate” _2 - 2
TOTAL 87 26 14 127
TABLE 48: ORGANIZATION THROUGH WHICH STILL PURCHASED COMPARED 
WITH SIZE OP CONSTRUCTION PROJECT
HOSPITAL MARKET SURVEY -  1953
(All Figures in No. of Hospitals Expressed As 
Percentage of a ll Hospitals in the Size Group}
Size of P ro ject $00 D ollars)
Organization Through 
Which Still Purchased 1-299 390-599 690-1.599 1,690 & Over Not Given Total
General Contractor 18.5 26.9 39.5 31.2 42.3 30.8
Plumbing Contractor 1.9 13.4 16.9 8.3 19.3 11.7
Hospital Supply Dealer 48.1 29.8 14.1 16.7 11.6 25.2
Laboratory Supply Dealer 8.7 6.0 2.3 2.1 3.8 3.8
D irect from  M anufacturer 16.6 13.4 16.9 20.8 11.6 16.2
A rchitect 1.9 6.0 4.2 6.3 3.8 4.5
Hospital Consultant 8.7 3.0 - - - 1.5
State Purchasing Agency 1.9 - 2.8 14.6 3.8 4.1
City, County o r Federal 
Purchasing Agency
3.7 1.5 2.8 3.8 2.3
TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
TABLE 44: ORGANIZATION THROUGH WHICH STILL PURCHASED COMPARED 
WITH SIZE OF CONSTRUCTION PROJECT
HOSPITAL MARKET STUDY -  1963 
♦(All Figures in No. of Times Listed)
Organization Through Size of ProJ,ct_ g>0<> BoU arft
Which Still Purchased 1-299 300-599 600-1.699 1.600 k  Over Not Given Total
General Contractor 10 18 28 15 11 82
Plumbing Contractor 1 9 12 4 5 31
Hospital Supply Dealer 26 20 10 8 3 67
Laboratory Supply Dealer 2 4 2 1 1 10
D irect from  M anufacturer 9 9 12 10 3 43
A rchitect 1 4 3 3 1 12
Hospital Consultant 2 2 - - - 4
State Purchasing Agency 1 - 2 7 1 11
City, County o r Federal 
Purchasing Agency 2 1 2 1 6
TOTAL 54 67 71 48 26 266
♦Figures include organizations named by 24 hospitals which listed  two each. AU others listed  only one.
TABLE 45: COMPLAINTS ABOUT HANDLING OF STILL ORDER COMPARED WITH 
ORGANIZATION THROUGH WHICH STILL PURCHASED
HOSPITAL MARKET SURVEY -  1953 
(All F igures in No. of Hospitals)
Organization Through 
Which S till Purchased
F aster
Delivery
B etter Service 
on Maintenance 
and Repair P arts
♦Giving Hasp. 
Admin. More 
Voice in Purchase
Aid With 
Installation **Misc. Total
General Contractor - 1 3 1 4 9
Plumbing Contractor - - 2 - - 2
Hospital Supply Dealer 4 4 1 5 3 17
Laboratory Supply Dealer 1 1 - - 1 3
M anufacturer, D irect 2 1 1 - 1 5
Gov't Purchasing Agency 1 - - - - 1
A rchitect 1 - 4 - - 5
Consultant _ - — — — —
TOTAL 9 7 11 3 9 42
*In 3 cases, hospital listed  two organizations 
♦♦Excludes 2 hospitals not listing ''organization."
TABLE 46: COMPLAINTS ABOUT HANDLING OF STILL ORDER 
COMPARED WITH ORGANIZATION THROUGH WHICH 
STILL PURCHASED
66
^HOSPITAL MARKET SURVEY -  1953
♦Tot. No. Hospitals
Organization Through *No. of Hospitals Buying Through the
Which Still Purchased Listing Complaint Organization %
General Contractor 9 82 11.0
Plumbing Contractor 2 31 6.5
Hospital Supply Dealer 17 67 25.4
Laboratory Supply D ealer 3 10 30.0
M anufacturer, D irect 5 • 43 11.6
Gov't Purchasing Agency 1 , 17 5.9
A rchitect 5 12 41.7
Consultant -  ■ 4 0.0
Net Given 2_ 27 7.4
TOTAL 44 293 15.0
♦Some hospitals listed  two organizations. Both of these have been included. 
Sim ilarly, any complaints about them have boon included twice.
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ADDITIONAL DATA ON THE LOCATION OF THE STILL IN THE
HOSPITAL
It has already been concluded that the size of the construction pro* 
ject is  a fundamental determinant of the brand of s till purchased, the 
channel of distribution used, e tc ., partly because of the size of the 
project along, but mostly because of its  influence on the size of still 
the hospital desired. It is  now necessary to examine the possibility that 
the projected location ef the still in the hospital also influences the size  
of still purchased.
The data in the tables at the end of this chapter quite clearly 
indicates that there is  a strong relationship between still location and 
size purchased. There were a relatively large number of the sm aller 
stills  located in the laboratories and very few of them located in the 
pharmacies and solution room s. The s tills  in the central supply room 
were generally a little  larger than average.
The next question to be considered is  whether the size of the con­
struction project influenced the size of still purchased for the different 
hospital locations. The table which follows reveals that the project size  
did strongly influence the size  ef s till in the laboratory.
DISTRIBUTION OF SIZE OF STILL LOCATED IN THE LABORATORY 
BY SIZE OF CONSTRUCTION PROJECT 
HOSPITAL MARKET SURVEY-1953
(All Figures In Number Of Stills)
Size ef Project
Size of Still Under $600,000 Over <600,000
Under Five Gallons 12 4
Five Gallons And Over 6 12
Data on both the size of project and size  of s till was available for 
twenty seven out of thirty one sm all stills  (under five gallons per hour
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capacity) located in central supply. Twenty two of them were purchased 
by hospitals with projects under $600,000.
Thus the importance of the sise  of the project rather than the 
location of the still in influencing the size of still the hospitals purchased 
is  clearly established.
This conclusion does not, however, completely obviate the still 
location itse lf having any influence on the size of s till purchased. The 
United State Public Health Service, in  its  recommendations on equipment 
that different sized hospitals should have, suggests that large hospitals 
have one sm all s till in a laboratory. At least six  of the larger hospitals 
did locate a sm all s till there. The total number of stills  under five 
gallons in size  purchased by the large hospitals in the survey was only 
thirteen.
The hospitals with larger construction projects showed a greater 
tendency to locate s tills  in the pharmacy and solution room than those with 
sm aller projects. In many cases, these were the second or third stills  
these hospitals purchased.
Location Of Tanks In The Hospital
The hospitals evidently feel a greater need to store distilled water 
from stills  located in central supply and the pharmacy than from those 
located in the laboratories or in a surgical suite. The percentage of 
tanks to s tills  for the central supply location is  significantly higher 
than for those in surgery or a laboratory. Sim ilarly, most of the large 
stills  were located in central supply.
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TABLE 47: LOCATION OF STILL COMPARED WITH NEW 
FACILITIES REPORTED
HOSPITAL MARKET SURVEY - 1953
Location of Still
No. Hosp. Locating 
At Least One 
Still There
No. Hospitals 
Reporting New 
.One Built Percent
Central Supply 163 286 58.7
Laboratory 47 303 15.5
Surgery 23 306 7.5
Pharmacy 24 163 14.7
Solution Room 8 87 9.2
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TABLE 48: SIZE OF STILL PURCHASED BT LOCATION OF STILL 
' IN HOSPITAL
HOSPITAL MARKET SURVEY - 1953 
(All Figures is  No. of Stills}
Size of Still 
flu Gals. P er Hour!
Location 1 2 3 5 7 10 15 20 ♦Total
Central Supply 12 9 10 63 16 52 1 2 165
Laboratory 11 4 5 12 1 6 1 1 41
Surgery 1 1 2 9 - 4 1 - 18
Pharmacy - - 1 4 3 12 - - 20
Solution Room - - - 4 - 6 - - 10
Sterilizing Room - 2 - 1 1 2 - - 6
Form ula Room - 1 - 1 - - - - 2
Health D ep't Clinic A — - - - - - - 2
♦TOTAL 26 17 18 94 21 82 3 3 264
♦Excluding "Not Given"
TABLE 50: LOCATION OF STILL IN HOSPITAL BY SIZE OF CONSTRUCTION PROJECT
HOSPITAL MARKET SURVEY -  1953
(AH Figures in No. of Stills)
Blue of P ro ject » 0 0  D ollars)
Location of Still 1-299 309-599 600-1.599 1.600 A Over ♦Total
C entral Supply 31 43 52 45 171
laborato ry 7 13 9 14 43
Surgery 5 6 4 6 21
Pharm acy 2 2 5 14 23
Solution Room 1 - 7 4 12
Sterilizing Room 3 - 1 - 4
Form ula Room 1 1 - 1 3
Health D ep't Clinic _2 . . ■i 111 2
♦TOTAL 62 65 78 84 279
♦Excluding MNot Given’1
TABLE 51: DISTRIBUTION OF STILL LOCATION IN HOSPITAL BY BRAND PURCHASED
UNITED STATES, 1950-52
(All Figures is  No. of Stills)
Location of Still
Brand of Still
Central
Simply Surgery
Solution
Room Laboratory Pharm acy
Form ula
Room
Health
D ep't
Clinic
Sterilizing
Room
Not
Given Total
Barns tead 70 12 3 30 7 2 2 S 2 131
American 72 6 7 7 10 1 - 1 1 105
W ilm et-Castle 22 5 2 2 6 - - 1 38
Precision 3 - - 2 - — — 65
Scsnian-M orris 3 - - U - _ 1 5
Stokes 2 - - 2 - - - _ 4
Aetna - - - 1 - - - _ ' — 11
Newark - 1 - - - - - - 1
D.K. 11 1 3 2_ - - - - 17
TOTAL 183 25 12 48 25 3 2 6 3 307
TABLE 52: DISTEIBU’ngN  OF STORAGE TANK PURCHASE 
BY LOCATION OF STILL
HOSPITAL MARKET SURVEY - 1953
Location of Still
No. Stills 
Purchased
No. Tanks 
Purchased 9L
Central Supply 183 99 54.1
Laboratory 48 19 39.6
Surgery 25 9 36.0
Pharm acy 25 t5 60.0
Solution Room 12 8 66.7
Sterilizing Room 6 4 66.7
Form ula Room 3 - 00.0
Health D ep't Clinic 2 - 00.0
Not Given 3 3 100.0
TOTAL 307 157 51.1
TABLE 53; D1STBIBUTI0N OF SIZE OF STORAGE TANK PURCHASED BY LOCATION OF STILL
HOSPITAL MARKET SURVEY -  1953
(All Figures in No. of Tanks)
Size of Tank IGallsna)
Location of Still 5 10 12 15 20 24 25 50 Total
Central Supply 13 25 33 4 10 6 6 2 09
Laboratory 4± 5 5 4 - - 1 - 19
Surgery 2 1 2 2 - - 2 - 9
Pharm acy 2 5 5 1 - 2 - - 15
Solution Room - 4 2 - - 2 - - 8
Sterilizing Room - - 4 - - - - - 4
Form ula Room - - - - - - - - -
Health Depft  Clinic - - - - - - - - -
Net Given _1 _2 — ■ _3
TOTAL 22 42 51 11 10 10 9 2 157
CHAPTER TO
Ia m e t h o d  o f  f o r e c a s t in g  t h e  h o s p it a l  m a r k e t
FOR WATER STILLS
One of the fundamental objectives ef the hospital survey was the development 
of standards hy which the extent and nature ef the m arket may be m easured in the 
future. These standar ds provide the basis for translating information on future 
hospital construction into data on the w ater s tills  and storage tanks which will be 
purchased for these new hospital facilities. In the years to come, the sales e sti­
m ates thus derived, can provide a good and relatively easily obtainable basis 
through which the individual m anufacturers and d istributors can compare their 
sales with to tal industry sa les, and forecast th eir own sales.
In utilizing the standards presented in this section, the reader should bear 
in mind net only the lim itations of the survey which provided the information for 
these standards, but also the fact that it retpdres the assum ption that the hospital 
purchasing patterns with respect to s tills  mad tanks w ill not have changed between 
the date ef the survey and the period for which the future sales a re  to be estim ated.
It is  suggested that the construction data used for conversion to s till purchases 
by the standards in this chapter be based on the hospital construction reports of the 
Modem Hospital Publishing Company, of Chicago, 111. These reports provide a very 
accurate and complete listing of hospital construction projects. The names of the 
hospitals which w ere sent survey questionnaires were obtained from these reports. 
However, since th is mailing lis t probably included nearly  every hospital which 
m ight haw  purchased a s till for new construction needs, the survey resu lts are 
applicable to any good source of construction data.
The types of construction activities which should be included in computing the 
estim ates ef future sales ef s tills  and tanks a re  described in detail in the section of 
the appendix dealing with the survey mailfag lis t.
The standards developed from the survey can be e f valuable assistance in 
forecasting and evaluating the w ater s till m arket despite any sm all innacuracies in 
the hospital construction data used. Provided the sam e innacuracies a re  p resent, the 
data w ill s till indicate changes which may occur from  one period of tim e to another.
In the sam e vein, neither the slight degree of sample unrepresentativeness present 
in certain  control categories nor foe doubts about dm accuracy of the responses given 
to certain  survey questions w ill seriously affect the use of the survey resu lts to com­
pare the size of foe m arket in different periods of tim e.
The Standards For Still Purchases
i
The standards presented in th is section a re  based on the information 
contained in the hospitals1 replies to the m ail questionnaire. Only those pertain­
ing to die to tal number of s tills  purchased a re  included here. They are  m erely 
a restatem ent of the surrey  data shown in Chapter H. Any other standards (on 
size o r location of s till, n o ., size, o r location of tanks, channels of distribution, 
etc.} which may prove useful to the reader can be readily extracted from die 
appropriate tables in the previous chapters.
Standards For Total S tills Purchased
Size Of Construction Project
$1 ,000- $99,000
$190,009 -$199,000
$200,000 -  $299,000 
$300,000 -  $399,000 
$400, 000 -  $599,000 
$600,000 -  $799,000 
$800,000 - $999,000 
$1,000,000 -  $1,599,000 
$1,600,000 -  $3,999,000 
$3,000,000 -  $5,909,000 
$6,000,000 AndOver 
Size Not Available
20.8% of the hospitals with projects of this size 
will purchase one or m ore stills . They will buy and 
average of 1.9 stills  each. (No cases of purchase 
of m ore than one still}.
40.8% of the hospitals with projects of this size 
will purchase an average of 1.0 stills  each.
48.8% w ill buy an average of 1.1 stills  each.
65.8% w ill buy an average of 1.0 stills  each.
82.2% w ill buy an average of 1.1 s tills  each.
79.3% w ill buy an average of 1.3 s tills  each.
72.7% will buy an average of 1.2  s tills  each.
75.0% w ill buy an average of 1.1 s tills  each.
81.6% w ill buy an average of 1.7 s tills  each.
56.3% w ill buy an average of 1.7 s tills  each.
62.5% w ill buy an average of 3 .0  s tills  each.
62.8% w ill buy an average of 1.1 s tills  each.
Type of Construetlea Project
Completely New Hospitals -  59.7% of th is type of hospital will buy one or m ore
stills . They will buy an average of 1.17 stills  per
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Additions To, Or A lterations -  48.8% of them will buy an average of 1.6 stills 
Of, Old Hospitals
Hew Hospital Built To Com- -  75.0% of them will buy an average of 1 .3  stills 
pletely Replace An Old One v
each.
Ih e  Timing Of Still Purchases
In addition to estim ating the extest of hospital purchases, it  is necessary 
to know when these purchases will be made. To obtain information for use in 
establishing standards for when the s tills  will actually be purchased, a detailed 
study of fifty seven cases, selected a t random, was undertaken to determ ine the 
duration of tim e between lie  various stages in the construction process, the placing 
of the s till o rder and its  shipment te  the hospital.
Data on five d istinct points in the construction and purchasing process were 
available for th is study. They are;
1. The month the project was f irs t reported in the construction reports of 
the Modern Hospital Publishing Co.
2. The month the project was scheduled te r  completion as indicated by the 
rep o rt of the project plan, o r by the appearance of a "final” construction report.
3. The month the project was actually completed as indicated in the replies 
to the survey questionnaire.
4. The month the order te r  the s tills  was placed with the factory. It was
not possible to take into account situations whore a dealer or m anufacturer's branch o 
office may not prom ptly place the order with the manufacturing plant.
5. The month the s till o rder was actually shipped to the purchaser. In 
cases of separate shipment of m ore than one still, the date the f irs t s till was 
shipped has been used.
Information on each of these five stages was not available for every one of 
the fifty seven cases studied. In addition, In a tew cases the data was edited for 
obvious innacurmoios. As a  resu lt, the number of cases reported will not always 
total fifty seven.
Duration Of Time C haracteristic #1 -  Median time of 15 1/2 months between firs t 
construction report and placing of s till o rder with the factory.
TABLE 54: NUMBER OF MONTHS BETWEEN FIRST CONSTRUCTION 
REPORT AND PLACING OF STILL ORDER
(All Figures in No. of Hospitals)
Number of Months
All 
a Projects
P rojects Costing 
Under 1600.000
P rojects Costing 
Over $600,000
Under 6 6 4 2
6 -1 0 12 8 4
11 -  15 16 4 6
1 6 -2 0 8 4 4
21 -  25 11 8 3
2 6 -3 6 4 3 1
31 -3 5 2 1 1
3 6 -4 0 4 2 2
TOTAL 57 34 23
♦Median IB 1/2 Mas. 15 1/2 Mos. 15 Mos.
A rith. Mean 17.0 Mos. 17.3 Mos. 16.8 Mos.
♦Computed from array
TABLE 55; NUMBER OF MONTHS BETWEEN PLANNED COMPLETION OF 
CONSTRUCTION PROJECT AND PLACING OF STILL ORDER
(All Figures in No. of Hospitals)
No. of Mos.
All
P relects
Pro}, co st. 
- Under 
$600,000
Pro}. Cost. 
Over 
$600,000
Pro}. Cost.
tfader
$400,000
Pro}. Cost. 
$400,000 - 
$600,000
P re j. Cost.
Over
$800,000
♦ 7 - 9 1 1 0 0 1 0
* 4 - 6 2 1 1 1 0 1
♦ 1 - 3 5 3 2 2 2 1
0 2 1 1 0 1 1
1 - 3 3 3 0 3 0 0
4 - 6 6 4 2 1 4 1
7 - 9 10 8 2 6 2 2
1 0 -1 2 9 6 3 3 4 2
1 3 -1 5 8 3 5 3 2 3
16 -  18 6 2 4 0 2 4
1 9 -2 1 J L J>_ A J L _0_ _2_
TOTAL 54 32 22 19 18 17
♦♦Median Months 8 7 12 1/2 7 8 13
♦O rder placed afte r planned opening 
♦♦Computed from array
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TABLE 56: NUMBER OF MONTHS BETWEEN PLANNED COMPLETION 
OF CONSTRUCTION AND ACTUAL COMPLETION
(All Figures In No. of Hospitals).
*Avg. No. Months 
P e r Case Between
Number All
Projects Projects Ordering of Still
Under Over and Planned Con-
of Months P relects $600,000 $600,000 struction Completion
0 - 1 10 5 5 12.5
2 -  8 7 6 1 7.7
4 - 5 5 4 1 4.2
6 - 7 6 5 1 4.0
8 - 9 0 0
0 ^10 -  11 1 0 X 1
1 2 -1 3 1 1 » V 5.6
14 -  15 2 0 2 !
16 - 17 _1_ _1_ ± J
TOTAL 33 22 11 7.7
♦♦Median 3 1/2 3 1/2 3
Months
♦Arithmetic Mean 
** Computed from  array
The three Duration Of Time C haracteristics already developed should be 
sufficient to determ ine, from the construction reports, when the s till order will 
actually be placed with the m anufacturer.
The g reatest accuracy can probably be achieved by using the "planned 
completion" data ra th er than the " firs t report" date because its sm aller varia­
tion w ill dim inish the opportunity for e rro r. However, using the " firs t reports may 
prove m ore desirable since they a re  available sooner. If desired, estim ates of 
s till sales using the " firs t report" information could be used a t firs t and then 
corrected o r checked by estim ates obtained using the" planned completion" data.
It is  probable that g rea ter accuracy could be obtained through a study 
refining the " firs t report" data to reflect the actual s ta r t of construction o r the 
actual awarding of Die construction contract.
th e  additional Duration Of Time C haracteristics presented in the balance 
of th is chapter should be used to check the sales estim ates when the necessary 
data becomes available in the construction reports. They are  also valuable in 
helping describe the operation of the industry.
Duration Of Time C haracteristic #4 -  Median tim e of five months between ship­
ment of s till by the m anufacturer and date of planned completion of construction 
project.
Data was available on the date of actual completion of construction for 
seven of the thirteen cases in which the still(s) ordered w ere shipped afte r the 
planned date of project completion. In five of these seven cases, the stills  were 
shipped before the new facilities were actually finished. In the other two, the 
s tills  were shipped after the project was finished but there were substantial 
delays in the construction tim etable.
Duration Of Time C haracteristic #5 - Median tim e of nine and one-half months 
between shipment of s till by m anufacturer and actual completion of construction 
project.
The hospitals with larg er construction projects had their s tills  shipped to 
them much e a rlie r than those with sm aller projects.
I t should be noted that it is  possible that the facilities utilizing the s till 
may have been operating before, o r not until after, the entire construction 
project was completed. The survey respondents probably reported the date the 
basic constituents of the project were completed.
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The two cases of hospitals receiving shipment afte r the project was com­
pleted probably w ere the resu lt of their not realizing the need for a  s till until 
after they were in operation o r of th eir not having the funds for the s till in tim e.
Duration Of Time C haracteristic #6 -  Median tim e of nineteen months between 
firs t report of the construction project and the shipment of the still by the manu­
facturer.
These a re  occasional instances in which the firs t report of the project does 
not appear in the "Construction Reports" of the Modern Hospital Publishing Co. 
until Hie construction is  actually under way, o r oven nearing completion. This 
explains many of the instances of only a few months elapse of tim e between the 
" firs t report" and the s till shipment.
Examination of the complete data on three of the four instances of the 
g rea test elapse of tim e reveals that the projects were actually completed fifteen, 
thirteen, and seven months after the date p lan ed . This information was not 
available for the other such instance.
There was no appreciable variation in the data for pro jects of different
sizes.
TABLE 57: NUMBER OF MONTHS BETWEEN PLANNED COMPLETION 
QF CONSTRUCTION AND SHIPMENT OF THE STILL 
BY THE MANUFACTURER
(AU Figures in No. of Hospitals)
Number AU Projects Costing Projects Costing
of Mouths Projects Under M M . 000 Over $800,000
♦ 1 0 -1 2 2 1 1
♦ 7 - 9 2 0 2
* 4 - « 4 3 1
♦ 1 - 3 6 4 2
0 0 0 0
1 - 3  - 7 5 2
4 - 6 10 9 1
7 - 9 9 6 3
1 0 - 1 2 9 3 6
1 3 -1 5 3 1 2
1 6 -1 8 _2_ _l_ 1_
TOTAL 55 34 21
♦♦Median Months 5 5 7
♦Shipment a fte r planned completion 
♦♦Computed from  array
TABLE 58: NUMBER OF MONTHS BETWEEN SHIPMENT OF STILL 
TO THE HOSPITAL AND ACTUAL COMPLETION OF 
‘ CONSTRUCTOR* PROJECT
(All Figures in No. of Hospitals)
Number 
of Months
All
Projects
P rojects Costing 
Under $660,000
Projects Costing 
Over $600,000
* 4-6 1 1 0
* 1-3 1 1 0
0 1 1 0
1 - 3 2 2 0
4 - 6 1 1 0
7 - 9 12 11 1
ie ;-  12 8 4 4
13 - 15 7 1 6
16 - 18 1 1 0
19 - 21 0 0 0
22 -2 4 _ 2 _ 0 2
TOTAL 36 23 13
♦♦Median Months 9 1/2 8 13
♦Shipment afte r actual completion 
♦♦Computed from array
TABLE 59: NO. OF MONTHS BETWEEN F1BST CONSTRUCTION
REPORT AND SHIPMENT OF STILL TO THE HOSPITAL
(
Number of Months Number of Hospitals
1 - 3 3
4 - 6 2
7 - 9 5
10 -  12 6
13 -  15 2
16 -  18 8
19 -  21 8
22 -2 4 9
2 5 - 2 7 3
2 8 -3 0 3
31 -3 3 1
34 - 36 0
37 -  39 2
4 0 - 4 2 1
4 3 -4 5 0
4 6 - 4 8 -L
TOTAL 54
Median Number of Months -  19 (comjuited from  the a rray  of the data)
APPENDIX A
In order to properly analyze and evaluate the conclusions drawn from the 
resu lts of the m ail survey of hospitals, it is  necessary to know exactly how the 
survey was conducted and to consider its lim itations. This section describes in 
detail the survey methods and its lim itations.
THE QUESTIONNAIRE
Consideration of the content, construction, and lim itations of the survey 
questionnaire is essential to evaluation of the survey results.
Questionnaire Content
The size and scope of the questionnaire were influenced by two conflicting 
desires, namely; to obtain as much information as possible from each respondent 
and, a t the same tim e, to maximize the number of responses. It was to be expected 
that the longer and m ore complicated the questionnaire, the fewer the number of 
returns would be.
One of the prim ary considerations in resolving th is question was what the 
attitude of the prospective respondent was likely to be.
The questionnaireswere addressed to the hospital adm inistrator (by name 
when it was known)*. It was felt that since neigier he nor the hospital would derive 
any appreciable d irect benefit from responding, the w riter would have to depend 
largely on their "good w ill.” Though this "good will” could be expected to be, and 
evidently was, present to a considerable degree, it was still thought advisable to 
lim it the questionnaire to one page of the sim plest possible questions. Whenever 
possible, the questions were of the checking o r short answer types. This decision 
obviated the opportunity to find out m ore about many aspects of the subject m atter. 
It did, however, undoubtedly a ssis t in obtaining the number of responses neces­
sary  to give the sample a high degree of statistical reliability  and validity.
Among the types of questions which were excluded from the questionnaire 
were those dealing with the effectiveness of still advertising, hospital usage of 
stills  and of distilled w ater, who in the hospital influenced the purchase, and more 
detail on the channels of distribution used.
Questionnaire Pro-T ost
A number #f hospital adm inistrators and purchasing agents were consulted 
by personal interview on the content, wording, and form  of the questionnaire.
As a resu lt of their comments, a number of changes were made.
Questionnaire Limitations
Despite the p re -te st, there were a number of "faults" in the questionnaire 
to be considered. Though one or two of these could have been partly  remedied 
if they had come to light in testing the questionnaire, the vast m ajority were 
unavoidable as they were due to the lim itations of space, written communication, 
and the nature of the subject m atter.
There were about a dozen returned questionnaires which were wholly or 
partially  excluded from the tabulations because of the obviously innacurate 
responses given o r because the respondent seemed to m isunderstand the meaning 
and intent of the questions.
The im portant lim itations of the individual questions are discussed in the 
balance of this section. Many of them have also been mentioned in the text in 
connection with reporting and analyzing the responses to the question.
Question #1
Despite the verbal emphasis on the new facilities, a few respondents included 
consideration of all of their facilities.
A few new hospitals interpreted the questionnaire as applying only to any 
additions they had made and not to their original construction even though it 
took place during the period covered by the question.
There is  no way to know the size ef each ef the new solution room, central 
supply room , pharm acy, or laboratory.
There is no way of determining the number or extent of activities requiring 
distilled w ater which may be carried  en in these new facilities. For example, there 
is no way to distinguish between a pharm a ey that does dispensing only, and one that 
dees both dispensing and manufacturing. Sim ilarly, some central supply depart­
ments are m erely for the storage of supplies, while some are a centralization of 
many of the sterilizing and cleansing operations of the hospital.
It is im possible to know exactly what a respondent would give in a case such 
as that of a solution area being located within the central supply zoom.
Question #2
It is possible that some respondents listed  a ll their s till purchases regard­
less of whether o r not it was the resu lt of increased distilled w ater needs arising 
from  newly built facilities. Some of the purchases may have been to replace old 
s tills  or may have been made before Jan. 1, 1950. This may explain the puzzling 
listing of Scanian-M orris brands.
Question #3
Most responses did not give the p recise reason. There were 41 hospitals 
which indicated only that a s till was "not needed."
Question #4
The sam e problem  of different sizes, nam es, and activities of the various 
departm ents in which s tills  a re  located is  present here as in question #1.
There w ere a  few cases of s till sixes being listed  that w ere m ost likely 
ste rilize r sizes.
In personal interview s, msny ef the prospective respondents w ere not 
certain ef the size of th eir s till. The possibility of e rro rs  in reporting the sizes 
of s tills  is  thus ra th er large, unless the respondents who w eren 't sure of the 
size checked with someone who did.
There w ere six respondents who indicated, that they purchased an "Ohio" 
brand s till when it was probably actually a Bam stead since the Ohio Chemical Co. 
now distributes only Bam stead s tills . Sim ilarly, there is  some doubt about the 
1, 2, and 3 gallon p e r hour s tills  that were Jttsted as American o r Castle brands 
but may have been Bam stead. O ther sizes of s tills  listed  as American o r Castle 
could have been B am stead also.
Respondent's failure to indicate a  higher proportion of 12 gallon tanks 
poses the possibility of serious e rro rs  is  reporting tank size. The 12 gallon 
tank is by far the m ost widely promoted size mid personal interviews indicate 
that it may actually se ll much better than the survey responses indicate.
Question #5
The quality ef responses about channels of distribution has suffered because 
thia question was made a single "checking" question ra th er than several ef them, 
or a "discussion" question.
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The problem of the tabulation and analysis of those hospitals which cheeked 
two answ ers has been discussed a t some length in the text.
The number of tim es the architects and consultants w ere w ritten in is  an
indication that they should have been included on the check lis t. Had th is been
done, it is likely th*  they would have been mentioned in m ore of the responses.
Since the American S terilise r Co. is  both the m anufacturer andidistributor
of their own brand, and is also a d istributor of the Bam stead brand, the answers
to this question by those hospitals which purchased the A m erica brand a re  of 
somewhat doubtful value.
There may have been some confusion about the distinction between a 
surgical supply house and a laboratory supply house.
In a ll cases, of course, the s till order m ust eventually have been transm itted 
to the m anufacturer.
Question #6
Some respondents used the question to voice any complaint they had about 
a s till even if it was not exactly what the question called for.
Question #7
The reasons given fe r preferences a re , in many cases, not very specific. 
Such reasons as "serv ice", "efficiency", and "dependability" may re fe r to the 
still, the m anufacturer, o r the distributor.
THE HOSPITAU3 SENT QUESTIONNAIRES
The questionnaire mailing lis t was composed of names received from 
the Modern Hospital Publishing Co. of Chicago, ill. This company publishes 
a bi-weekly report of hospital construction in the U. S. They obtain this data 
by writing directly  to the hospital group involved, based on leads from  building 
perm it data, and from various federal, state, and local government agencies. 
The\company repo rts excellent cooperation from  the hospitals or building associ­
ations involved. Nearly 98% of those contacted send back rep lies.
The Modern Hospital Publishing Co. reports on the follow Mg stages of each 
construction project;
Request for bids
Awarding of contract
S tart of construction
Stage of completion
Pinal completion
The m ailing lis t was composed of hospitals reporting construction com­
pleted, o r scheduled for completion between January 1, 1950 and December 31, 
1953. (The questionnaires were sent out in January 1953). In view of the cost 
of the survey and the in terest in the m arket for w ater distilling equipment only, 
the lis t of hospitals was lim ited to those likely to be in need of additional d is­
tilled  w ater. I t would obviously have been unproductive to question a  hospital 
building a new dining hall or nurses dorm itory about new w ater stills since the 
new facilities built would not affect the need for distilled w ater. These hospitals 
might be replacing some eld equipment, but th is is not directly a part of the 
subject of this paper.
The following types of hospitals were included on the mailing lis t:
1. All completely new hospitals.
2. All new hospitals built to replace and old hospital regardless of the 
amount of equipment being moved to the new location.
3. All hospitals with additions o r alterations including a laboratory, surgical 
suite, centftal supply room , solution room, o r blood bank. In the few cases where 
the nature of the added facilities might not be known, only those additions involving 
at least 259 new patient beds, o r a t least $2,090,000 worth of new construction 
(including equipment) were sent questionnaires.
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4. All general hospitals, health cen ters and clinics, tuberculosis, neuro- 
psychiatric, eye, and osteopathic hospitals as well as hospitals for the handi­
capped w ere specifically included on the mailing lis t.
5. All convalescent homes, homes for the aged, homes for the feeble 
minded and arm ed forces hospitals w ere specifically excluded.
THE SURVEY UNIVERSE
To completely m easure and describe the hospital m arket for w ater distilling 
equipment (in the U. S ., 1950-52) for increased distilled  w ater needs arising  from 
new facilities constructed, questionnaires should have been sent every single 
hospital in the U. S.which increased their distilled w ater needs as a resu lt of new 
facilities added between January 1, 1950 and December 31, 1952. (The sta tistical 
term  for th is group of hospitals is  the "Universe” of the survey).
The question which now a rises  is  whether the lis t of hospitals sent question­
naires is the sam e a s the survey universe. From the description of the m ailing 
lis t in the proceeding section, it is  obvious that some hospitals m ust have been 
m issed. The extent to which the hespltals not sent questionnaires may have in­
creased th eir d istilled  w ater needs, and perhaps bought a  still, can be roughly 
estim ated from  the m ailing lis t description. This e rro r  would seem  to be very 
sm all; it is  probably less than five percent.
We have now dealt with the possib ilities for e rro r resulting from the fact 
that a ll hospitals in the universe were net sent questionnaires. The next section 
considers the possible e rro rs  arising  from the fact that a ll of the hospitals sent 
questionnaires did not send back their reply.
THE SAMPLE
A total of 890 hospitals were sent questionnaires. 405 of them returned 
questionnaires which w ere usable in tabulating the survey data.
The purpose of examining toe quality of the sam ple is  to determ ine if we 
have been justified in using the survey resu lts to draw conclusions and a ll of the 
hespltals sent questionnaires.
A sample is  considered to he of good quality if it possess, to a reasonably 
high degree, the sta tistica l characteristics of validity and reliability .
The Validity Of The tem ple
Inquiring into the sample validity is  aa attem pt to answer the question,
"Is the sample enough like the universe. ” The survey sam ple can be considered 
valid if it has the same characteristics an the universe with respect to toe 
following classifications of toe universe which may influence toe respondents 
purchase of s tills ;
1. Size of construction project
2. T tpe of construction project
3. Type of hospital
4. Geographical location of hospital
The tables which follow show how the universe and sam ple compare with 
respect to these characteristics. The w riter considers that the sample and 
universe a re  sufficiently alike to give the sam ple a high degree of validity.
One elem ent ef validity which cannot be m easured em pirically is  whether 
the replies of toe non responding hospitals would really  have been thetsam e as 
those which did respond. There is  no way of knowing, for example, if the fact 
that a  hospital bought a  s till made th an  m ore likely to respond. Another example 
of this problem  is  that it is  probable that the fact that a  respondent had some 
complaint which he wished to voice made him more likely to send back his reply. 
This type of problem  is  one of the unavoidable lim itations of any survey based on a 
sam ple.
The Reliability Of The Sample
The purpose of dismissing the sta tistical reliability  of the sample is  to 
answer the question, "Is toe sample large enough to minimize toe likelihood 
that the survey resu lts have been too greatly influenced by unusual responses." 
This question can be answered by use ef the sta tistica l concepts of the "standard 
e rro r"  and the "significance te s t."
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TABLE 60: SAMPLE VALIDITY - SIZE OF CONSTRUCTION PROJECT 
HOSPITAL MARKET SURVEY -  1953
Size of P roject 
£000 D ollars!
No. of Hospitals 
In Universe 
No. Sent Questionnaires
No. of Hospitals 
In Sample 
CNe. Responding! JSl
39.71-99 121 48
100-199 130 49 37.7
200-299 104 41 39.4
300-399 74 38 51.4
400-599 89 45 50.5
600-799 64 29 45.3
600-999 41 22 53.7
1,000-1,599 69 36 52.2
1,600-2,999 66 38 57.7
3,000-5,999 46 16 34.8
6,000 A Over S i 8 33.3
Net Given 62 35 56.5
TOTAL 890 405 45.5
The above resu lts, I e 1 1 1 survey resu lts:
1-299 355 138 38.9
300-599 163 83 50.9
600-1,599 174 87 50.0
1,600 *  Over 136 62 45.6
Net Given 62 35 56.5
TOTAL 890 405 45.5
TABLE 61: SAMPLE VALIDITY -  TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION PROJECT 
HOSPITAL MARKET SURVEY - 1953
Number Sent
Type of Project 
Completely new
Hospitals 660
Additions o r A lter­
ations to "eld"
hospitals 113
Replacement of "old" 
hospitals 127
890
Number 
Responding %
283 43.5
58 51.3
64 50.4
405TOTAL 45.5
TABLE 62: SAMPLE VAUDITY -  TYPE OF HOSPITAL 
HOSPITAL MARKET SUHVEY - 1953
Type of 
Hospital
No. of Hospitals 
in Universe 
(No. Sent Questionnaires!
No. of Hospitals 
in Sample 
(No. Responding
General 685 326 47.6
Health Center 145 53 36.6
♦Tuberculosis 28 12 42.9
♦N europsychi­
a tric 18 9 50.0
♦Bye 4 2 50.0
♦Osteopathic 4 2 50.0
♦M iscellaneous 6 1 16.7
TOTAL 890 405 45.5
♦R esponse am ong a ll la s t 5 typos w as 26 o f 60, o r  43.3%
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TABLE 68: SAMPLE VALIDITY -  GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION 
HOSPITAL MARKET SURVEY - 1953
♦Geographic Region
No. of Hospital# 
Sent Questionnaires
No. of Hospitals 
Responding J L
New England 29 15 51.7
Middle Atlantic 89 41 46.1
Southeastern 122 64 52.5
E ast North Central 135 45 33.3
W est North Central 92 44 47.8
E ast South Central 116 57 49.1
West South Central 74 82 43.2
Texas & Louisiana 89 35 39.3
Mountain 59 25 42.4
Pacific 85 47 55.3
TOTAL U. S. A. 890 405 45.5
♦New England Regions; Maine, N .H ., V t., M ass., R .l . , Conn.
Middle Atlantic -  N. Y. , N .J ., Penna., M d., D el.,, D C.
Southeastern V a., N. C. ,  S .C ., G a., Fla.
E. No. Central -  Ohio, la d ., 111., Mich.
W.No. Central - Wise. ,  Iewa, M inn., N .D ., S.D. , Nebr.
E .Se. C entral -  Kans. , M e., Q kla., Ark.
Mountain -  C olo., Utah, M ont., Idaho, Wyo. , N. M ex., A riz.
Pacific -  C al., O re ., Wash.
The Use Of The Standard E rro r In Testing Hie Survey Results
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The following is an example that illu stra tes the use of the standard e rro r 
in testing the reliability  of the survey resu lts.
It was found that 60.5% of the 405 hospitals responding to the questionnaire 
indicated that they purchased a t least one w ater s till. We would like to be able 
to conclude that 60.5% of a ll tike 890 hospitals sent questionnaires bought a still. 
But we know that if we had received responses from  the other 485 hospitals, 
their rep lies would probably have changed the 60.6% figure somewhat. The 
standard e rro r  provides the sta tistical m easure of hew much the figure would 
probably have changed. The chances a re  95 in 100 that if responses were 
received from  a ll of the hospitals, the percentage of them buying one o r m ore 
s tills  as computed from  a ll 890 rep lies would not have been m ore than twice 
the standard e rro r  larg er than, o r twice the standard e rro r sm aller than, the 
sample resu lt of 60.5%. These highest and lowest expected values of die p er­
centage a re  term ed its  confidence lim its.
The standard e rro r of a  percentage is computed by the form ula:
S « the standard e rro r of a  percentage 
p * the percentage being tested
n k the number of responses upon which the percentage is  based 
N * the number of responses In the sample (405)
u = the number of item s in the universe (we have assum ed th is to be 890) 
Thus, for our example, the standard e rro r is;
The confidence lim its a re  then computed as follows;
Confidence Lim its * p  + 2S and p - 28 * 64.1% and 56.9%
It can now be reliably stated that the chances a re  95 in 100 that between 
56.9% and 64.1% of a ll the 890 hospitals sent questionnaires purchased one or 
m ore s tills . Furtherm ore, with the lim itations of the mailing lis t and questionnaire
S as P 1 -  “  Where;
D tt
in mind, we can state reliably that in 1956-1952 between 56.9% and 64.1% of all 
hospitals, with increased needs for distilled w ater due to new facilities built, 
bought a  w ater s till. Technically, we cannot accurately say that 66.5% of the 
hospitals bought stills . However, since th is is the sample resu lt (and the central 
point between the confidence lim its) it does provide the m ost accurate single 
figure available.
In the sam e way as shewn above, confidence lim its can, and should, be 
computed for a ll of the survey resu lts.
T ests Of S tatistical gignificance
The concept of using the Stamford e rro r  to compute confidence lim its for 
a  percentage can be extended to its  use to determ ine if the difference found 
between two percentages is  sufficiently g reat to conclude that one percentage 
would have been higher than the ether even if responses had been received from 
a ll of the hospitals sent questionnaires. If th is difference is found to be sufficiently 
large, it  is  said to be statistically  significant.
The following is  an example of the use of the standard e rro r to te st the 
significance of the difference between foe percentage of responding hospitals 
which purchased foe Barnstead brand of s till and foe percentage purchasing the 
American brand.
It was found that 111 hospitals purchased a Barnstead s till and 75 an American. 
Therefore, 59.7% of the 166 hospitals which purchased either brand bought a 
Barnstead, and 40.3% an Am erican. Substituting in the formufo for the standard 
e rro r it is found:
Note that foe standard e rro r  is  foe sam e for both percentages. The lower 
confidence lim it for foe Barnstead brand is 59.7% -  5.4% « 54.3%. The higher 
confidence lim it for foe American brand is  46.3% + 5.4% = 45.7%. Since these 
lim its de net overlap it can be concluded that foe difference between the percen­
tages is  statistically  significant.
A sim pler way of testing for foe overlapping of confidence lim its is  accom­
plished by the form ula:
If the value of”T” is found to be greater than 2 .6 , the difference is sta tis­
tically significant with 95% probability.
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APPENDIX B
THE DESIGN AND OPERATION OF THE WATER STILL 
The Principle of D istillation
D istillation is defined in the dictionary as "the separation of the m ere vola­
tile p arts of a substance from those less volatile by vaporizing and subsequently 
condensing." The dissolved o r suspended m atter in the raw w ater will not turn 
to their gaseous form s a t a tem perature nearly as low as that at which the water 
itse lf will turn to its gaseous form (water vapor). The w ater formed when the 
vapor is la te r condensed should then theoretically be absolutely pure w ater. In 
reality , this distilled w ater will likely contain a  very sm all quantity of inorganic 
m atter (m inerals) which were present in the raw w ater in their gaseous form  or 
which may have been turned to gas along with the w ater. It is impossible to p re ­
vent some of these m inerals from getting through. As long as there is ne m ere 
than five p arts of it presont in the d ls tttlite  per m illion parts of w ater, it  is con­
sidered satisfactory for hospital use according to the standards se t by the U. S 
Pharmacopeia.
The distilled w ater should, however, contain no organic (animal or vege­
table) m atter a t all.
The Design Of The W ater Still
AU com m ercially manufactured w ater stills follow the same basic design. 
There have been only a  handful of changes in s till design in the past forty years.
All s tills  have an evaporating unit in which the heating unit heats the raw 
w ater to vapor. Each has a condensing unit containing one or more coils in 
which the vapor turns back to w ater and then runs off ifeto a flask or storage tank. 
Each unit contains baffles and bloods a t various points to help prevent Hie passage 
of im purities into the distillate. There a re  also several controls present to regu­
late the tem perature of the boating unit and the w ater level in the evaporator.
Individual brands of stills  have features facilitating the dism antling and 
cleaning of the different p arts of the still. Seme brands are slightly more compact 
than other brands of the same productive capacity.
AU com m ercially sold stills a re  apparently capable of producing distilled 
w ater of extrem ely high purity if properly operated.
The Operation Of The W ater Still
The raw w ater renters the s till through the condenser. If the s till has been 
operating for a  while, the w ater is  partly  w anned as it passes through the con­
denser coil by the w ater vapor passing around the ceil. This also serves to cool 
and condense the vapor. The partially  heated raw w ater then enters the evaporator 
where it  is heated to a  tem perature high enough for the w ater to be boiling 
lightly. The w ater level in tee evaporator is  controlled by a constant level 
overflow device. ♦"Most favorable operating conditions a re  established if tee 
raw w ater feed and the steam  p ressu re  a re  adjusted so that a wisp of steam  
issues continuously from tee coadonsor vent and d istillate  runs off slightly warm. 
These conditions insure maximum degassing of tee w ater and tee m ost economical 
operation."
Th® evaporator makes use of two devices to improve quality and minimize 
cleaning and rep a ir. The firs t ef these devices is  a  deconcentrator o r bleed con­
tro l which allows for a  continuous bleed o r passage ef w ater down a waste pipe. 
While th is resu lts in the loss of some heat, it helps prevent the accumulation ef 
scale in the evaperater. It also ho^ps prevent foaming which reduces the possibility 
of Inlcuding solids In the vaper. The secern! of these devices is  a  baffle unit which 
is located near tee top of, o r above, tee evaporator. The baffle separates m ist 
o r spray from the vapor, thus keeping nenvelatile m aterial out of the condenser.
The w ater vaper rise s  around tee baffles into the condenser where it passes 
around tee ceil containing the coel incoming raw w ater and is  condensed. The con­
denser usually contains one o r two vents which help elim inate the volatile gases, 
dome w ater vaper is  le s t through these vents but th is is  negligible when compared 
with tee increased d istillate  purity  resulting. The higher the w ater vapor m ust 
rise  in tee evaporator and condenser, tee g reater tee im purities that a re  left 
behind. A few stills  a re  so designed tea t the w ater vapor descends to the condenser. 
Many s tills  contain two sets of condensers, one cooling the vapor to just below tee 
boiling point, and the other cooling it to a  lukewarm tem perature.
The d istillate  teen runs off and is  collected in a s te rile  pyrex flask or in a 
tinned m etal tank.
♦Aqua D istillate, I ts  Cost and Convenience, by Huldane Gee, Food Industries, 
volume-18, p. 182, 1848
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The s till m ust he constructed of durable, non-corrosive m aterials. It is 
fairly  standard practice to use heavily tinned copper o r b rass, with gaskets of 
tin-covered rubber o r asbestos. Some s tills  a re  made of chromium plated m etal. 
O thers use plain rubber gaskets.
In actual hospital operation, the s till is  usually not run continuously but is 
run until the amount previously drawn from  storage has been replenished. It is 
not uncommon for the hospital to red istill the d istillate one o r even twice. In 
these cases, two o r three s tills a re  connected so that the d istilled  w ater from  the 
firs t s till becomes the raw w ater fo r the next one. W ater Is usually double o r 
trip le  d istilled  when an exceptional purity is  desired, o r when the raw w ater 
contains an unusually large quantity of im purities.
Cleaning and Maintenance
After a  ported of operation, a  s till w ill collect deposits on its  various 
internal p a rts . The s till m ust be taken apart and cleaned periodically if it  is to 
function properly. {Some persons lh tee field have privately expressed doubt 
about whether tee hospitals d ean  th e ir s tills  atiftem enough). The ease with 
which the s till can be dism antled is  an im portant selling point for a particu lar 
brand.
Some evapesaters contain g lass sights for inspecting the internal condition 
of the evaporator coil. On m ost m odels, the evaporator coil may be dism antled 
from  tee evaporator tank and the condenser ceil from  the condenser Itself.
The s till m anufacturers suggest Gleaning the evaporator and its  heating 
coil every one to four months, and the condenser and condenser coil every two 
to seven months depending on hew much the s till is  used and hew many im purities 
the raw w ater contains.

CASTLE REFLUX STILL
f o r  p r o d u c in g  d i s t i l l ed  w a te r  f r e e  f r o m  p y r o g e n  
an d  harm fu l  impuri t ies
The CASTLE REFLUX STILL is the result of years 
of engineering research and scientific experimental work. 
It is radically different in its design, and the CASTLE 
REFLUX STILL eliminates mineral and organic im­
purities to a greater degree than has been possible hereto­
fore in any still for general use. As a source of pure water 
for the most critical purposes it is unexcelled.
For In tr a v e n o u s  S o lu t io n s
The pure water from a Castle Reflux Still assures free­
dom from unfavorable reactions after intravenous injec­
tions. The incidence of chills following transfusions and 
parenteral infusions is reduced to a minimum.
L ab oratory  U se
The low total solids and freedom from organic matter 
makes water from a Castle Reflux Still extremely desirable 
for use in chemical and biological laboratories.
Pre-heating drives off gases, and solids are precipitated 
before water reaches evaporator. Large specially designed 
deconcentrator, easily kept clean, maintains constant 
water level and keeps water surface in the evaporator free 
from impurities.
. Im p u r it ie s  R em oved
The exclusive design of the Castle Reflux Still provides 
for a partial purification of the raw water even before it 
enters the evaporating chamber. The raw water circulates 
around a puddle chamber. Here the water is heated to 
210°F. and any gases dissolved in it are driven off through 
large vents. The lime salts are thrown down and accu­
mulate behind baffles which divide the puddle into five 
sections.
D e c o n c e n tr a tio n  P rovided
Each successive process further protects the purity of 
the final distillate. Concentration of solids in the evap­
orator is prevented by an overflow deconcentrating tube. 
The height of the evaporator and its exclusive baffle 
design prevents contamination of condensers by foaming 
or splashing.
2 7 -In c h  R ise  in  E vaporator
The final step in the guaranty of purity is the design of 
the Reflux or primary condenser. The primary condenser 
causes at least one quarter of the vapor—particularly 
larger particles—to condense and fall back into the evap­
orator. The long 27-inch rise to the pass-over into the sec­
ondary condenser means that vapor that actually reaches 
it is pure to the last degree.
*
Pyrex C arboy R eservoir
The Castle Reflux Still, in continuous everyday use, 
provides pure water free from chemical and bacterial 
toxins and mineral impurities. The distillate is finally 
collected in a 12-gallon pyrex carboy where it can be
drawn off as needed. The carboy eliminates the use of 
gauge glasses, provides a readily drainable reservoir, the 
cleanliness of which is always apparent.
H ow  th e  C a stle  R eflux S t ill  O p erates
The cut herein clearly indicates just how the Reflux Still 
produces pure water. The raw water enters the still through 
the coil of the primary condenser. It then circulates 
through this coil where it is heated by the steam from the 
evaporator.
G ases R em oved
It then flows through the tube into the puddle chamber 
where it is preheated to 210°, driving off all volatile gases. 
Some of the lime salts are precipitated. As the water 
circulates through the puddle chamber, the baffles arrest 
sediment before the water continues through the tube into 
the evaporating chamber. The water level in the evap­
orator remains constant because excess water is drawn off 
through the deconcentrating tube.
W ater in  E vaporator F resh
This continual flow of water through the evaporating 
chamber provides for evaporation of steam from fresh 
water rather than from water in which the solids are in­
creased by the continual evaporation of steam. Steam 
rises from a clean, clear water surface.
C on d en sers  N o t C o n ta m in a te d
The water is converted to steam by the heating coil. 
The steam rises through the baffle plates which prevent 
splashing or foaming from contaminating the condensers.
The base of the Still is easily taken apart, exposing the 
steam coil for cleaning when occasionally necessary. Roth 
primary and secondary condenser coils may be removed 
for cleaning but the design is such that they require the 
very minimum attention as they are free from mechanical 
or manual contamination.
R eflux A c tio n  P rev en ts  E n tr a in m e n t
As the steam rises through the primary condenser, it is 
partially chilled by the cold water in the coil and about 
one-quarter of the steam is condensed on whatever 
particles the steam may have carried upwards from the 
evaporator. These particles become heavy and drop back 
into the evaporating chamber while the pure steam at its 
condensing point passes over into the final condenser. The 
27-inch rise from the surface of the boiling water to the 
entrance of the final condenser provides adequately for 
the elimination of entrainment.
P u re  D is t il la te  fro m  F in a l C oil
The steam is condensed in the secondary or final con­
denser by cold water passing through the coil. It collects 
in the bottom of the condenser and flows into a 12-gallor 
carboy which is used as a reservoir.
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C a ta lo g  N o  R FW -11
Wall mounted Reflux Still (10 gal. per hour) equipped with side mounted Pyrex Res­
ervoir twelve gallon storage capacity. Reservoir can be placed to left or right of Still, 
or Still can be recessed and feed to exposed reservoir through curtain wall. Independent 
mounting of each element increases flexibility of application.
D-3
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C a ta lo g  N o . R F W -12
Typical Hospital Central Supply installation of Reflux Still (10 gal. per hour capacity) equipped 
with 2 Pyrex Reservoirs each twelve gallon capacity.
Distillate can be directed to left hand reservoir; to right hand reservoir or to both simultaneously; 
Independent control valves to each reservoir are provided.
D-4
♦■ Fig. 5
C a ta lo g  N o . R F W -2 -2
F ig . 3
♦ Reflux Still and Reser­
voir mounted on floor stand 
with stainless steel work 
table made integral with 
assembly.
C a ta lo g
N o .
R F S -1 2 F ig . 4
C a ta lo g  N o . R F S -1 1
-Single Reflux Still with dual Pyrex Reservoirs mounted on 
floor stand. Independent valve control directs distillate 
to either reservoir or to both at will. Stainless Steel work 
table fu ll size is made integral with assembly. Capacity up 
to 10 gallons per hour with 2h-gallon storage.
• .  ^ .
—
it-D ual Stills each with independent reservoir and controls mounted on one wall bracket with inter-connected 
piping. This combination supplies up to 20 gallons per hour of distillate with capacity for storage of 20 gallons.
I)-5
As a basis for sterile water processed in flasks, the distillate from the Reflux Still is ideal. Distilled and 
sterile water, stored in flasks which can be hermetically sealed and heated to desired temperature, pro­
vide the patient with a new safeguard against infection.
%
D ET AI LS  OF THE CASTLE R E F L U X  STILL
C apacity, 10 G allons p e r  H our— For S team  H eat Only
E v a p o r a t o r —Constructed of tinned seamless brass tubing 
with cast bronze head and bottom. Steam coil, bleeder 
and baffles are easily removed for cleaning. Steam 
coil is of tinned seamless copper capable of withstand­
ing a steam pressure of 300 lbs. per square inch. The 
vapor baffles are cast bronze and designed to prevent 
splashing of raw water upwards into the condenser.
P u d d l e s —The water supply to the still circulates through 
a baffled, vented, reservoir which arrests solids and 
where it is heated to 210°, driving off any gases before 
it enters the evaporator.
C o n d e n s e r —is the vertical Reflux type mechanically 
sealed to prevent tampering. The coils are tinned 
copper tubing and will withstand an internal pressure 
of 100 lbs. per square inch . . . The Primary Con­
denser has a capacity sufficient to reflux the coarser 
particles of vapor. The Secondary Condenser is large 
enough to condense the remaining steam. It is fitted 
with a release tube to prevent building up of pressure 
in either the still or the storage tank. All parts which 
come in contact with water and steam are tinned to 
prevent any mineral additions.
V u t o m a t i c  A c t i o n — The still is valved to run itself and 
comes complete with all necessary fittings.
S t o r a g e  T a n k — 1 2  Gallons., made of Pyrex Glass.
A glass trap is provided in the deeoncentrating line 
which leads from the boiler to the waste. Evidence of 
the presence of sludge in the boiler is reflected in the
trap and suggests prompt attention to the matter of 
cleaning.
Standard equipment includes: Pressure gauges on 
both water and steam lines and a water pressure reg­
ulating valve on the cold water line leading to the 
Still. It is suggested that where steam pressure in 
excess of 60 lbs. is present at the point where the 
apparatus is to be installed that a steam regulating 
valve be ordered to maintain a constant pressure on 
the steam line. This can be supplied with the Still as 
optional equipment.
C a p a c i t y —Approximately 10 gallons per hour when 
operated with a steam pressure of 50 lbs. and a water 
pressure of 12 lbs.
Finish—All interior parts are hot dipped in pure block 
tin. Exterior is nickel plate.
M o u n t i n g —The Castle Reflux Still can be furnished with 
a wall bracket mounting; a floor stand which will 
permit the user to employ a work table beneath the 
reservoir; a floor stand with integral work table; or 
with the Still recessed in a curtain wall and the pyrex 
reservoir and control valves fastened to the curtain 
wall. Where special requirements exist, the Still can 
be furnished in multiples in any of these mountings; a 
single Still equipped for the two reservoirs, each with 
independent control valves, or any special application 
which will suit the needs of the prospective user. 
Details showing the application of the Still to special 
conditions will be furnished on request.
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Meter for testing purity o f distilled water through its capacity for conducting electricity is a dependable 
check. A t intervals water can be tested in a few moments and an accurate guide for personnel es­
tablished. Set includes meter, glass enclosed platinum cell and portable leatheroid carrying case, and should 
be included in equipment for every laboratory or solution room.
SPE C IFIC A T IO N S —  CASTLE “ R E F L U X ”  W ATER STILL
1. Still shall be single distilled, continuous operating type with 
vertical evaporator and condenser. It shall have a capacity of 
approximately ten gallons distillate per hour when operated with 
a steam pressure of not less than fifty lbs. per square inch and a 
water pressure of not less than twelve lbs. per square inch. As a 
measure of purity, the distillate shall contain not more than 1.5 
p.p.m. total solids. Gases shall be driven from the raw water be­
fore it is admitted to the evaporator.
2. Evaporator shall be constructed of seamless brass tubing with 
cast bronze bottom and head. It shall be of the vertical type with 
at leagt 9" rise between the water level and the evaporator head. 
Design shall be such that the steam coil, bleeder and baffles can 
be readily removed from the evaporating chamber to permit 
cleansing. Steam coil shall consist of a seamless tinned copper coil 
capable of withstanding a steam pressure of 300 lbs. per square 
inch. The vapor baffle shall be of cast bronze and of sufficient 
complexity to prevent raw water splashing upwards into the con­
denser. The deconcentrating tube and water level device shall be 
of sufficient capacity to permit the evaporation of steam from 
water of same quality as tap water, thus preventing the increasing 
concentration of impurities in the evaporator.
3. Puddle Chamber. The water supply to the evaporator shall 
circulate through a vented reservoir where it is heated to approx­
imately 210°F. in order to drive off any dissolved gases before it 
enters the evaporator.
4. Condenser. Condenser shall be of the vertical reflux type. The 
condenser housing shall be constructed of seamless brass tubing 
with cast bronze base and head, mechanically sealed to prevent
tampering. The condenser coils shall be seamless tinned coppe 
tubing capable of withstanding an internal pressure of 100 lbs 
per square inch. The cooling water shall circulate through th 
copper tubing. The primary condenser shall be of sufficient capacit 
to reflux the coarser particles of vapor, approximately one-fourtl 
of the total vapor by volume and return this condensate to th 
evaporator. Steam shall enter the secondary condenser not les 
than twenty-seven inches above the water level in the evaporatoi 
The secondary condenser shall be of sufficient capacity to con 
dense all the steam. The secondary condenser shall be fitted witl 
a release tube of sufficient size to prevent building up of pressur 
in either the Still or the Storage Tank and so arranged as t  
prevent bacteriological contamination of the system.
5. Storage Tank. A pyrex glass carboy of twelve gallons capacity 
fitted with a distilled water inlet and a glass draw-off with stop 
cock shall be furnished.
6. M ounting. The Still and Storage Tank shall be furnished wit 
either a wall bracket mounting or a floor stand as noted in the lis 
of equipment. The Still may be exposed or recessed type, also a 
noted in the list of equipment.
7. F in ish . All interior surfaces shall be hot dipped pure block ti 
throughout. Exterior finish shall be nickel plated.
8. F ittings. Water Supply shall be fitted with a pressure reducin 
valve and a separate needle valve to control the flow of water int 
the condensers. The steam supply valve and a thermostatic tra 
and check valve in the steam return line shall be furnished.
WILMOT CASTLE COMPANY
ROCHESTER 7, NEW YORK
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APPENDIX C
FURTHER EXAMINATION OF SURVEY ACCURACY
Additional evidence of the accuracy of the survey results is 
obtained by comparing them with those of a study conducted by the 
Public Health Service of the United States Department of Health, Edu­
cation, and Welfare.
The Public Health Service survey resulted in an estimate that 
non-federal hospitals in the United States purchased 1,160 water stills 
in 1947-1951. The 90% confidence limits for this figure were 1,462 
and 858, since the study was based on the responses of 193 hospitals, 
of which 43 hospitals purchased a total of 48 stills.
The results of the Hospital Market Survey which is the subject 
of this paper revealed that 307 stills were purchased in 1950-1952, for 
new construction needs only, by the 405 hospitals responding the 
questionnaire. When this figure is inflated to include the estimated 
purchases of the non-responding hospitals, the estimate of total pur­
chases becomes 673, or 224 per year for the three year period. This 
figure compares extremely favorably with the 232 stills per year r e ­
ported in the Public Health Service study.
These two figures were not, of course, derived in the same manner. 
The Public Health Serviced survey reported on the stills actually pur­
chased for new facilities added in 1950-1952. Many of the stills included 
in this survey's figures were purchased in 1949. Likewise, some of the 
stills purchased in 1952 would have been excluded because the new facili­
ties were not completed until 1953.
Another important factor to be considered is the fact that the volume 
of hospital construction contracts awarded or put in place, adjusted for 
cost variations, in 1947 was considerably lower than in the years 1948-1952.
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